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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Probl«m 
The major problems of this study were to determine for curriculum 
revision purposes the activities and duties most frequently performed 
by offioe workers, and to determine the effectiveness of the business 
education program in Gardner High School. 
Analysis of Problem 
The subordinate problems involved in this study were: 
1. Were the 1947, 1948, and 1949 business department graduates 
employed in jobs for whioh they were prepared through their high school 
training? 
2. How soon before or after graduation were they placed in office 
jobs? 
3. How did they secure their first offioe jobs? 
4. How many were still employed on the first job obtained after 
leaving high school? 
5. What percentage of graduates had received post"seeondary 
business training? 
6. Did the graduates feel that their high school training was 
adequate for success on present office jobs? 
7 • Did graduates of the bWJiness department believe that the high 
sohool should maintain a placement service to assist graduates in secur-
ing positions beyond the initial job? 
2 
a. What was the distribution of jobs held by graduates according 
to siza of office and types of business concerns employing high school 
graduates for offic& j obs? 
' 
9. Which office duties and activities were most frequently per-
formed on beginning office jobs ? 
10. Which were the most frequently performed duties in the indi-
vidual subject areas of' typing, bookkeeping, atenography, office 
machines, and fi l ing? 
11. Which activities should be taught in school, on the job• or 
both in school and on the job in the opinion of the graduates? 
12. Which office machines were most commonly used by r ecent 
graduates? 
13. 'What suggestions did the graduates have for improving the 
program of the business department of Gardner High School? 
Justification of Problem 
The criticism has been made that the high school business course 
has become traditional , and that very little revision has been made 
of the program in the light of business needs and opportunities. 
Leaders in the field of business education have urged the use of a 
community survey to learn just what the duties and activities are 
within a given area, and have recommended the use of the find.ings of 
such a aurvey as a basis for curriculum reviaion. Strongl presents the 
lstrong, Earl P., The Organization, Administration, and Supervision 
of Business Education, The Gregg Publishing Company, 1944. 
importance of a community survey as a basis for analyzing and revising 
the curriculum as follows: 
Sohoola need to keep their curricular material constantly 
r evised and r eorganized in order to keep pace with these changes. 
Such reorganization of materials can be accomplished only 
through making periodic surveys and analyses. Business educa-
tion, especially vocational business education, has not kept 
close enough to actual business practices. 
Business education in the past has been largely imitative. 
Teachers who follow standard textbooks many times are seeking 
the path of least resistance and therefore weaken the entire 
business education program. 
A careful survey of the occupations within geographical 
areas proves to be a sound basis for deciding upon the sub-
jects to be offered.l 
If the business course of the high school is to be a really func-
tional course, the school should be cognizant of the job requirements 
3 
of the community which it serves. Sherman2 points out that the community 
survey acts as a guide in determining the adequacy of the offerings of 
the school: 
It is a truism that you must know what students are going 
to do with the training you are giving them in order to reach 
a maximum of ef£iciency with r espect to functionalizing their 
work. 
Business educators should acquaint themselves thoroughly 
with all the things their students are likely to encounter on 
the job, then train them as adequately and efficiently as 
possible . 3 
1Ibid. , PP• 250-1. 
2Sherman, Marsdon A. , "Job Analysis for Effective Teaching," 
Business Education World, March 1946, p. 373. 
3Ibid. , P• 375. 
Ce.rmiohael1 also contends that the use of the local survey is nee-
essary in building curricula to fit the exact needs of the community. 
The local survey finds out the needs in the l ocal com-
muni ty. It determines the exact duties and practices which 
the business firms require of office workers in initial emplpy-
ment; it finds out the exact kinds of machines which are being 
used by the local business firms; it secures information con-
cerning the degree and kind of skills which are demanded of 
applicants who are j ust out of the local school; and it lists 
the kinds of experience which are expected of applicants for 
the jobs in the community. 
The purpose of this study was, therefore, to determine what the 
actual job activities were which the graduates of the business depart~ 
ment of Gardner High School were performing in the local offices . 
This information was obtained to aid in planning the content of the 
several business courses more intelligently. 
Del imitation of Problem 
This study was limited to a job-activity analysis and follow- up 
study of graduates of the business department of Gardner High School 
rather than an occupational survey, because those people who were 
actually doing the work were closer to the activities than office 
managers and would be in a better position to analyze their own job 
activities. A knowledge of the actual job activities of office workers 
4 
in the local area should furnish val uabl e information for teachers When 
planning the content of business courses. 
lCarmiohael, Vernal H., "Research Needed in Field of Offi ce 
Machine and Clerical Instruction," The National Business Education 
quarterly, Spring 1942, pp. 22-23. ---
5 
This study included only the graduates of 1947. 1948. and 1949. 
because these were the most recent graduates, and their replies would 
be of the greatest value in determining the adequacy of the business 
preparation being offered by Gardner High School at the time of the 
study. 
Definition of Terms 
Goodl states that activity analysis is, "The breaking down of 
large-scope behaviors into specifics." 
For the purpose of' this study • the writer interprets job-activity 
analysis to mean, the determining of the speoif'ic duties involved in 
specific occupations. 
Organization of Chapters 
In carrying out this study and reporting the findings, the following 
chapters were developed: 
Chapter I contains an introduction to the study including the state-
ment and the nature of the problem. Chapter II explains the background 
of the study, and contains a brief' description of Gardner, Massachusetts, 
where this survey was made. The review of the related literature which 
served as a background for this study was given in 'Chapter III. Chapter 
IV presents the procedure which was followed in carrying out the study. 
The information received on the data sheets and check lists was 
1Good. Carter v., Editor, Dictionary of Education, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc •• New York and London, 1945. 
tabulated and summarized, and the conclusions were reported in Chapters 
v, VI, and VII. Chapter VIII presents the recommendations which the 
author made for improving the curriculum of the business department of 
Gardner High School, based on the findings of the study. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
7 
This study was conducted i.n Gardner, Massachusetts. which is located 
in the north-central section of the state and has a population of 
approximately 20,000. 
Gardner is mainly a manufacturing city and its chief products are: 
furniture, stoves, baby carriages, velocipedes, and time-recording clocks. 
There are 100 different manufacturing concerns ranging from small com-
panies employing about 25 workers to the largest company which normally 
employs approximately 1,200. The office forces of these companies range 
from one to 225. In addition to these manufacturing concerns, Gardner 
has 5 banks, 16 insurance agencies, 2 public utilities. and 10 city 
departments, as well as offices of retail stores where the graduates 
of Gardner High School find employment. 
The Gardner High School is a four-year high school with an average 
enrollment over the past three years of 850. During the last three years 
the business curriculum has remained the same. The graduates surveyed 
for this study were enrolled in the following curriculum: 
Ninth grade: Junior Business Training 
Tenth grade : Bookkeeping I 
Typewriting I 
Eleventh grade: Typewriting II 
Stenography I 
Bookkeeping II (Elective) 
Twelfth grade: Typewriting III and Transcription 
Stenography II 
Bookkeeping III (Elective) 
Office Machines (Elective) 
The cutting of stencils and the use of the mimeograph is taught in 
connection with Typewriting III. The Typewriting III students are 
assigned as secretaries to the faculty members and in this way gain 
practical experience • . Many of the students do stenographic work for 
the faculty members, and all of the students have the experience of 
taking instructions from others than the regular classroom teacher. 
Filing instruction is also a part of Typewriting III. 
The graduates surveyed for this study had completed at least two 
years of stenography, or two years of typewriting, or two years of 
bookkeeping. 
8 
The business machines in the school for instructional purposes were: 
65 Typewriters 
2 Burroughs Calculators 
l Mimeograph 
1 Mimeoscope 
2 Ediphones 
2 Adding machines (full bank) 
1 Ten-key adding-listing machine 
Gardner High School has two typewriting rooms and al:l of the 
business machines are in these rooms with the exception of the adding 
m.achines. The use of the adding machines is taught in connection with 
the bookkeeping course; and, therefore, all of the adding machines are 
in the bookkeeping room. 
t 
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CEAPTER III 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Tnis studywas undertaken to determine the activities mos~ frequently 
performed by office workers, and with this knowledge, plan the course 
content of the business department of Gardner High School. 
Surveys have been conducted in several cities and towns, as well as 
nationwide, to determine the training needed for employment in business 
offices. A review of some of these surveys and the findings follow. 
Carlson1 conducted a survey of 60 selected businessmen throughout 
the country, "• •• to discover the reactions which a selected group of 
businessmen possessed relative to the employability of our high school 
business course graduates . " This survey was carried out through the 
interview and questionnaire techniques of research. Carlson reports: 
From the results of this tabulation it was surprising to 
note that the requirements for shorthand and typewriting proe 
ficiency were not unusually high, Shorthand requirements in 
these 60 firms varied from 90 to 110 words per minute for five-
minute dictation, a rate which shorthand teachers would con-
sider only moderate speed for an advanced student. The 
requirement in typewriting, ranging from 40 to 60 words per 
minute for a ten-minute test, was likewise a very reasonable 
requirement. 
It was generally agreed among these 60 businessmen that 
the business teachers in our high school! were teaching short-
hand and typewriting adequately enough, ~ ~!! ~ speed 
element was concerned. These employers added, however, that 
teachers-w8re so speed-conscious t hat they failed to se~ their 
standards high enough in the application of this speed. 
lca.rlson, Gunhild Augusta, Reactions of Selected (60) Businessmen 
Relative to the Employability ot High SchoOl Business Course Graduates, 
Mastert s Thesis, Boston University, 1946, p. 1. 
2Ibid., PP• 31-32. 
There is almost unanimous agreement among these business-
men that the schools are success~ully developing speed pro-
ficiency in business subjects; however, there is also emphatic 
agreement on the point that speed without accuracy is valueless. 
A.ccuracy and neatness were most frequently listed as among the 
prime objectives in the teaching of business subjeots.l 
10 
The Carlson study was concerned also with learning the traits which 
businessmen considered desirable in beginning office employees. The 
findings showed that the businessmen considered that the following 
traits needed more emphasis in high school training: "Sense of responsi• 
bility, courtesy, o~fice . manners, attitude toward work, and a greater 
desire to work and earn advanoement."2 
Hill0 made a study to learn the kinds of office jobs which were 
available in the area served by his school in order to plan for improve-
ment in the high school business course. In securing the ~ormation 
for this study, questionnaires were sent to employers in the area who 
employed ten or more of~ioe workers. The results of this survey revealed 
a decided need ~or continuing the courses which were offered in the high 
school, and also showed that adding courses that would give training in 
o~fice machines, retail store selling, and penmanship was justi~ied. 
In "the study made by 'Wh.ite4 in Wilmington, Delaware, the problem 
was to make an analysis o~ the types of commercial workers employed in 
that city. In this study "commercial workers" included employees who 
libid., P• 60. 
2Ibid., P• 50. 
3Hill, Melvin H., A Commercial Occupational Survey~~ Moline, 
Moline, Rock Island, Illinois; ~Davenport, Iowa, Master's Theda, 
Colorado State College o~ Education, 1937. 
4white, James D., Commercial Occupational Survey of Wilmington, 
Delaware, Master's Thesis, Temple University, 1935. 
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performed office duties, and also those engaged in selling, or handling 
merchandise to be sold. The information for this study was secured 
through questionnaires to office managers. and check lists to workers 
in small offices of five or less employees . The data gathered in this 
study showed that selling services exceeded all other fiel~s in the 
employment of commercial workers . General olerioal. secretarial. 
accounting. and machine operators followed in that order. Based on 
these findings. White recommended that the Wilmington High School offer 
more training for the field of selling service, and guide more students 
into a new general clerical course. 
A. study was made in Auburn, New York, by Thompsonl to determine how 
many positions were available to new employees each year, and to discover 
the types of employment that graduates might eventually be engaged in and 
the number of positions available. This study was made in order to plan 
the busineu course in the high school more intelligently. A. question .. 
naira sent to the business firma in the area was the teohnique used in 
securing the data. The findings of this study revealed that bookkeeping 
opportunities were not numerous in that area, but opportunities for 
bookkeeper .. stenographers did exist. The findings of the Thompson study 
showed a demand for stenographic and general office workers , as wel l as 
machine operators. 
In order to learn specifically the type of training which should be 
given for typists and machine operators. the McVey2 study was made in 
!Thompson, ..Ubert w. , A Commercial Job Opportunity Survey of .Auburn, 
New York, Master's Thesis, Syracuse University, 1940. 
2McVey, Jennie• A. Job Analysis of Duties ~Tasks Performed~ 
Typists in~ Large Community, Master's Thesis. Boston University, 1949. 
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which duties and tasks performed by typists in a large community were 
analyzed. Check lists were sent to the employees and to office managers 
in an effort to learn the requirements for initial employment and the 
variety of tasks performed. Based on the findings of this study, the 
following recommendations were madea 
1. Typewriting activities which are most frequently used 
by typists such as letters, use of telephone, use of adding 
machine, indexing and filing, envelopes, reports, et cetera, 
should be taught in the high school typewriting course. 
2. Typewriting students should develop a high degree of 
skill in alphabetioai filing. 
3. Training on the use of the adding machine s.hould 
emphasize skill in addition. 
4. More attention should be given to judging correct 
spacing and placement of letters . 
5. Greater emphasis should be placed on spelling, punc-
tuation, and grammar. 
6. Typewriting students should be given more opportunity 
to type real business forms. This may be accomplished by the 
office practice class duplicating checks, money orders, payroll 
forms , telegrams, et cetera, which may be used by the typewrit-
ing class. 
7. More training should be given in typing from rough 
draft, proofreading, typing with multi ple carbons, use of 
master copies, cutting s tencils , et cetera. 
s. Students should be trained to work under pressure. 
This may be accomplished by assigning work to the typing 
students which must be completed by a given date.l 
Another study which was made to determine the job activities of 
office workers was the Santamaria2 study in which the problem was 
stated as follows: 
1Ibid., PP• 105-106. 
2santamaria, Catherine, Job Analysis £! Office Services Performed ~ 
Office Workers in Small Communities, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1941. 
The probl$m of this study is to analyze the office services 
of office workers i n communities of 10,000 population or less 
as a basis for determining the commercial curriculum content of 
high schools l ocated in suoh communities.! 
This study was also concerned with--
An anal ysis of the personality traits essential for the 
success of these workers on the job, as a basis for determin-
ing which traits the teacher should strive to develop in the 
pupils in ~ effort to meet the standards of prospective 
empl oyers. 
Data for this study were obtained through the use of check lists 
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which were sent to employers and empl oyees in the area . 
In summarizing the findings of the Santamaria study the following 
were revealed: Stenographic and cl erical duties were predominant activi-
ties in the office workers ' daily routine. Employees and employers 
ranked bookkeeping~ stenographic, and clerical duties as important parts 
of an office worker's activities. Traits pertaining to the efficient 
accomplishment of the day' s work ranked high, and traits characteristic 
of an individual's association with others ranked next in order. 
At the time of this st~dy, one of the most recent surveys was that 
made by Ryan3 analyzing the job activities of the graduates of the 
business department of Nashua High School. The problem as sta ted by 
Ryan was: 
The specific purpose of this study was to determine which 
skills and abilities were most commonly used by high school 
!Ibid., P• 6. 
2 
Ibid., P• 7 • 
3Ryan, Mary Agnes , A Job-Activity Analysis ~ Follow-Up Stugy of 
1946, 1947, and ~ Business Department Graduates ~ Nashua High School, 
Nashua, New Hampshire, Master's Thesis, Boston Universit,y, 1949. 
graduates in beginning of'.fice jobs, and whether school prepara-
tion was adequate for reaionably satisfactory job adjustment in 
the opinion of' graduates. 
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To secure the data for this study, a data sheet and check list were 
sent to 150 business graduates, and 134 of' this group co- operated by 
responding within six weeks. A.f'ter sUDliD9.rizing the returns , the fol l ow .. 
ing conclusions were drawn: 
1. Duties and office activities of a general clerical 
nature far outnumbered the specialized type of activities , 
such as stenographic and bookkeeping activities, in both number 
and degree of .frequencies . 
2. Typing and filing activities were the most numerous 
and the most commonly advocated for school training by the 
graduates. 
3. The office machines most frequently used were the 
Burroughs Adding Machine~ the Monroe or rotary-type calculator , 
and the Comptometer or key- driven calcub.ting machine. Addi~ 
tion was performed more than any other process used on the 
Comptometer. 
4. Duplicating machine operation was not required on very 
many beginning office jobs , although preparation for this type 
of' office work received major emphasis in the high school train-
ing progr am at the time of' this study. 
s. An~ering the tel ephone, meeting caller s , office house-
keeping, and composing letters a t the typewriter are activit ies 
which rate high in the l ist of frequently performed office activ-
ities, although these do not receive major emphasis in high 
school preparation for office jobs . Preparation for these 
activities should be provided for by the school in the opinion 
of the majority of graduates. 
s. While manufacturing types of businesses and large size 
offices employed the greatest number of' high school graduates , 
employment was obtained in a wide variety of' offices and 
business concerns . 
1. Very few responses indicated that office activities 
tend to be specialized in the local community. 2 
1 Ibid. • p. 1. 
2Ibid., PP• 79- 80. 
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The studies reviewed in this chapter fall into three classes: (1) 
studies to determine the employability of high school graduates, (2) 
occupational surveys to determine the opportunities available to high 
school graduates, and (3) surveys made to learn the types of actiVities 
most frequently performed by business course graduates . 
The study and review of these different types of surveys, and the 
procedures followed in carrying out the problem in each oase was an aid 
in determining the procedures to be followed in working out t he problem 
of this study. The procedures which were decided upon are listed in the 
following chapter. 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
:METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The procedures followed in working out this problem were: 
1. Permission to make a survey of the recent graduates of the 
business department of Gardner High School was secured from the super-
intendant of schools of Gardner, Massachusetts . He permitted the 
writer to use the name of the school in the study, and to use the 
facilities of the school in preparing data sheets, check lists, and 
the l etters of transmittal. 
2. Similar studies made in recent years were reviewed and 
'abstracted to furnish background for this study. 
3. A data sheet and check list were constructed to use in making 
the survey. The forms were based primarily on those used in the Ryanl 
study, and were revised with the aid of the Charters and Whitley2 and 
Santamaria3 studies. Suggestions were obtained from other business 
teachers in Gardner High School and office supervisors in the local 
area. 
4. A letter of transmittal was prepared t o be sent with the data 
sheet and check list. 
5. A list of the graduates of the business department of 1947, 
1948, and 1949 of Gardner High School was compiled. The permanent 
records kept in the office of the school were used in compiling the 
lRyan, op. cit., PP• 78-82. 
2Charters, W. w., and Whitley, Isadore B., Analysis of Secretarial 
Duties~ Traits, Williams & Wilkins Company, Balti more,:l924, PP• 97-121. 
3santamaria, op. oit., PP• 192-196. 
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list of graduates to be surveyed. The graduates of 1947, 1948, and 
1949, who had oompleted at least two years of typewriting, or two years 
of shorthand, or two years of bookkeeping were included in this list. 
6. The co-operation of the local press was obtained and an article 
explaining the study was featured about a week before the questionnaires 
were sent out. 
7• The data sheets, check lists, and letters of transmittal were 
sent to t he graduates. 
a. When the questionnaires had been in the hands of the graduates 
a few days, the local press co-operated by featuring a short article in 
which the graduates were urged to fill in the answers and return the 
forms at their earliest convenience. 
9. ~ follow-up postal card was sent to those who had not replied 
within two and a halt' weeks after the questionnaires were sent out. 
One week after the follow-up postal cards were mailed, telephone calls 
were made seeking the co-operation of those who had not replied. 
10. The data received were tabulated and analyzed. Conclusions 
and recommendations were made on the basis of the findings. 
The co-operation of the two senior business teachers of Gardner 
High School was secured. These teachers allowed their names to be used 
in the letter of transmittal and in the newspaper article. 
The data sheet was constructed to obtain the information necessary 
to answer the questions relative to jobs held at the time of the study. 
The check list was constructed to obtain the information desired 
relative to the frequency of performance of job activities. The cheo~ 
list had a total of 89 activities as follows: 18 typing activities, 
18 
17 bookkeeping activities, 8 stenographic activities, 19 office machines 
used, 8 filing activities, and 19 general office activities . 
In order to learn where these 89 activities should be taught, the 
graduates were asked to check where they considered the activities should 
be taught: "in school," "on the job," or ~oth in school and on the job." 
The opinion of the graduates relative to Where these activities should be 
taught should be of valuable assistance to the teachers in the different 
subject areas in planning the content of the courses in the future. 
On October 24, 1949, questionnaires were sent to 157 graduates of 
the claasea of 1947, 1948, and 19•9 at tollowsz 
1947 
1948 
1949 
Total 
46 graduates 
54 graduates 
~ graduates 
157 graduates 
I n compiling the list of graduates to be surveyed, those people who 
were known definitely to be students or married and at home were not 
included. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM DATA SHEETS 
The data sheet was used to secure information relative to the type 
of work the graduates were doing. the size of the office, type of 
business, means of obtaining employment and indications of job satis-
faction . 
The response of the graduates was very gratifying. Table I shows 
that 85 replies, or 54 per cent, had been received by the end of the 
fi r st week. With the aid of the local press, the follow-up postal cards , 
and the telephone calls, 151 graduates, or 96 per cent, had replied by 
the end of the fifth week. 
TABLE I 
THE RETURNS FROM QUESTIONNAIRES 
Time 
End of first week 
End of second week 
End of third week 
End of fourth week 
End of fifth week 
Number 
85 
111 
119 
136 
151 
Per Cent of Returns 
54 
71 
76 
87 
96 
As shown in Table II, the graduates of 1948 returned the l argest 
number of questionnaires . However , the response for each class was 95 
per cent or more. 
TABLE II 
THE RETURNS FROM QUESTION.NAilmS BY CLASSES 
Class Number Sent Out Number Recei ved Per Cent of Returna 
1947 46 44 96 
1948 54 53 98 
1949 57 54 95 
or the 151 r espondents. 116 wer e doi ng office work at the time of 
t he survey. 
TABLE III 
THE NUMBER OF EACH CLASS DOING OFFICE 
OR CLERICAL V'VORK AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Cl ass Respondents Number Doing Per Office Work Cent 
1947 44 40 91 
1948 53 35 66 
1949 54 40 74 
TOTALS 151 115 76 
As shown i n Table I I I above. the class of 1947 had the gr eatest 
percentage doing office wor k. 
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The r eplies of the 151 r espondents wer e t abul ated to show the types 
ot jobs r epresented. Those gr aduates Who were tel ephone oper ator s were 
inol uded in the ol assif ioatian of "non-offi ce type jobs . " The 
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cl assification of "full-time students" ino1uded those Who were attending 
business school s , teachers colleges, or schools of nursing. 
TABLE IV 
THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE 151 RESPONDENTS 
Occupations Number Per Cent 
Offi ce-type jobs 115 76. 2 
Non- office-type jobs 15 9. 9 
Full-time students 13 a.6 
De~iring office jobs 4 2. 7 
Married and at home 3 2. 0 
At home- -not desiring office job 1 . 6 
TOTALS 161 100 
The tabl e above shows that a l arge percentage of the r espondents 
were doing work for which they had prepared in high school. 
In or der to determine the adequacy of the business training being 
offer ed at Gardner High School, the graduates were asked if they had 
secured additional business training beyond high school. Of the 151 
respondents, only 14, or 9 per cent, had secured any additional 
business training. One of the l ocal manufacturers offer s a course in 
the operation of the Burroughs Calcul ator for its employees , and each 
year the high school seniors are invited to take this course, without 
charge or obligation, which accounts for the two 1949 graduates who 
had had additional business training at the time of the study. 
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In order to determine the ability ot the gr aduates to adapt them-
sel ves to the business world, they were asked to indicate on the data 
sheet the number ot different employers tor whom they had worked. 
Table VII ahowa that 78a25 per oent of the 115 employed in ottiees at 
the time of the study were with the original employer, 18. 26 per oent 
had had one other empl oyer, and only 3 e5 per oent had had two other 
employers. 
TABLE VII 
HOW MANY DIFFERENT JOBS lW> BEEN HELD BY THE 
115 DOING OFFICE WORK AT THE TIME OF mE STUDY 
Number of empl oyers Number Per Cent 
With original employer 90 78 . 25 
Employed by one other employer 21 18. 25 
Employed by two other empl oyers 4 3.so 
TOTALS 115 ' . 100 
The large percentage ot graduates remaining with the original 
employers as shown i n Table VII indioatea that the graduates had 
adjusted satisfactorily to the business world, and the employers must 
have been satisfied with the quality ot the work of the employees • 
Many students taking the business ourrioulum in Gardner High School 
seoure part-time employment in offices while in s ohool which provides 
an excellent opportunity tor them to obtain praotioal business experience. 
These part-time jobs are not supervised by the school in any way, but the 
students have an opportunity in their olasses to diacusa probl ems which 
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arise on the job, thus helping to prepare all students to make the neces-
sary adjustment to life in a business office. Table VIII sho~ that 
49.6 per cent of the 115 employed in ottioes at the time of the study 
seoured their first office jobs before graduation, 47.8 per cent had 
secured their first office jobs within six months aft·er graduation, and 
2.6 per cent had obtained office employment with a year after gradua .. 
tion. 
TABLE VIII 
WHEN EMPLOYMENT WAS OBTAINED BY mE 115 
DOING OFFICE WORK 4T THE TIME OF THE SrDDY 
When employment was obtained Humber 
Before graduation 57 
Within six months after graduation 55 
Within a year after graduation 3 
TOTALS 115 
Per 
Cent 
49.6 
47.8 
2.6 
100 
Another indication of job satisfaction and adjustment was. the 
l ength of time that the graduates had been on the same job. Table IX 
shows that 71 graduates,. or 62 per cent, of the the 115 had been on the 
same job for more than a year. Twenty-nine graduates ,. or 25 per cent, 
had been on the same job less than six months, and 15 graduates, or 13 
per cent, had held the same job between six months and a year. One 
should keep in mind that 40 of the 115 had been graduated from high 
school only four months at the time of the study. 
TABLE IX 
THE LENGTH OF TIME THE 115 GRADUATES HAn 
BEEN ON THE JOB BELD .A.T THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Length of time Number 
Less than six months 29 
Between si x months and a year 15 
A yea:r or more 71 
TOTALS 115 
25 
Per 
Cent 
25 
13 
62 
100 
In or der to determine the ef fectiveness of the placementwork done 
by the school, the graduates were asked to indicate how the fir st job was 
obtained. .A.coording to the answers given to this question, only 45, or 
36.9 per cent, of the 122 who had held full -time office jobs since grad-
uation indicated that the first job was obtained through school authori-
ties. 
TABLE X 
HOW THE 122 'WHO WERE FULL- TIME OFFICE EMPLOYEES, OR HAD 
HELD FULL-TIME OFFI CE JOBS, OBTAINED THEIR FIRST OFFICE JOBS 
How first job was obtained Number Per Cent 
School author ities 45 36. 9 
Personal application direct to employer 44 36&0 
Relative or friend 29 23.8 
other source 4 3.3 
TOTALS 122 100 
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The number who obtained positions through personal application 
direct to the employer was 44, or 36 per cent. Hawever, .the respondents 
may have misinterpreted the question and considered that employment was 
obtained through personal application direct to the empl oyer when they 
were referred to the posi tion by school author ities and sent to make a 
personal application. 
As has been indicated in Chapter II, Gardner is l argel y a manufac-
turing city, and the faot that 76 respondents, or 62.3 per cent, or the 
122 who had held full- time office jobs since graduation were employed in 
the office of some manufacturing concern i s understandable. 
TABLE XI 
THE TYPES OF BUSINESSES I N lii:IICH THE 122 WHO WERE 
HOLDING OR HAD HELD FULL- TIME OFFICE JOBS WERE EMPLOYED 
Type of business Number Per Cent 
Manufacturing 76 62 
Banking 10 8 
Insurance 8 7 
Public utility 6 5 
Retail store 6 5 
Lal'fYer' s office 3 2 
City office 2 2 
All others (one eaoh) 11 9 
TOTALS 122 100 
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The different types of businesses represented in Table XI shows 
that the graduates were able to adapt themselves to a variety ot 
business praotioes. 
Aa indicated in Chapter II, several of the manufacturing establish-
menta in Gardner are relatively small and require onl y a small of'f'ice 
force. Table XII, which shows the number of cl erks in the offices in 
whioh the 122 were employed, shows that a large number were employed in 
smal l offices. Forty- six graduates, or 38 per cent, were employed in 
offices which had one to five cl erks; 38 graduates, or 31 per cent, were 
employed in offices with six to 50 clerks; 10 graduates, or 8 per cent, 
were in offices with 51 to 100 clerkSJ and 28 graduates, or 23 per cent, 
were in offices with 101 to 225 clerks. 
T.lBLE lll 
THE SIZE OF THE OFFICES IN 19HICH THE 122 WHO WERE 
HOLDI NG OR HAD HELD FULL- TIME OFFICE JOBS 'WERE EMPLOYED 
Number of Clerks Number Per Cent 
1 to 5 46 38 
6 ·to 50 38 31 
51 to 100 10 8 
101 to 225 28 23 
TOTALS 122 100 
Since so many graduates were employed in relatively small offices, 
the duties of each respondent were quite varied as will be shown in the 
frequency of activities reported in Chapter vr. 
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The graduates were asked to indicate whether or not they were satis-
tied wi th the positions which they held at the time of the study. As 
Table XIII shows~ all except three ot the 115 employed at the time of 
the study were satisfied with their j obs. 
TABLE XIII 
JOB SATISFACTION OF THE 116 EMPLOYED 
IN OFFICE JOBS AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Class Satisfied Dissatisfied 
1947 37 
1948 36 0 
1949 0 
Feeling that some graduates might desire to change positions if 
they knew of better opportunities~ the question was asked relative to 
the desirability of the school maintaining a placement service to 
assist graduates in obtaining employment beyond the initial job. The 
respondents were practically unanimous in thinking that the school should 
maintain such a service. One hundred and five respondents felt that the 
school should maintain a placement service beyond high school~ whereas, 
10 respondents cons idered this type of service was unnecessary. 
TABLE XIV 
THE RESPONDENTS WHO FELT THAT THE SCHOOL SHOULD MAINTAIN 
.l PLACEMENT SERVICE TO ASSIST GRADUATES I N OBTAINING 
EMPLOYMENT BEYOND THE INITIAL JOB 
Class Should !IAintain Should not Maintain Placement Service Placement Service 
Beiond Initial Job Beiond Initial Job 
1947 33 5 
1948 30 4 
1949 42 1 
TOTALS 105 10 
Since the graduates had had an opportunity to know through their 
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own experience the adequacy of the business training offered at Gardner 
High Sohool, they were asked to indicate whether or not their prepara.-
tion was adequate for success on the job held at the time of the study. 
Table XV shows that a high percentage of each class felt their business 
training was adequate for success on the job held at the time of the 
study. Of the class of 1949, 97 per cent of the graduates fel t their 
high school business training was adequate. Of the 1948 graduates, 94 
per cent felt their high school business t raining was adequate; and of 
the 1947 graduates, 87 per cent believed their high school business 
training to be adequate. 
Class 
1947 
1948 
1949 
TABLE XV 
THE ADEQUA~Y OF HIGH SCHOOL PREPARATION FOR 
THE JOBS HELD BY THE 115 GRADUATES ~0 WERE 
DOING OFFICE lVORK AX THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Respondents 
40 
35 
40 
Graduates who felt 
Preparation was ,ldequate 
35 
33 
39 
Per 
Cent 
87 
94 
97 
The 1949 graduate who considered her preparation was inadequate 
commented that more experience was necessary for success. Two of the 
1947 graduates who felt that their preparation was inadequate com-
mented that more machine training was necessary. The other graduates 
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who felt their training was inadequate were employed in positions of a 
special nature; such as. dental assistant. or they had obtained further 
business training beyond high school which had prepared them for the 
posi tiona held. 
In order to obtain suggestions for improving the program of the 
business department. the graduates were asked to make frank comments in 
regard to changes which they would recommend based on their business 
experience. 
Ot the 151 respondents. only 42 made suggestions tor improvement 
or change. The suggestions were varied. of course. but they did fall 
into very definite groups. The most significant suggestions are sum.. 
marized in Table XVI. 
TABLE XVI 
THE SUGGESTIONS lrfADE BY RESPONDENTS FQR 
IMPROVING THE PROORAJI OF THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENT 
Suggestion Humber 
More business maohine training 14 
More practice in shorthand~dictation and transcription 8 
Yore training in filing 4 
Drill in simple arithmetic--senior year 3 
More practioe in composing letters at the typewriter 2 
Training in answering the telephone and taking messages 2 
Stress accurate work and proofreading 2 
The guggestions made for improving the pr ogram of the business 
department were based largely on the a.cti vi ties which the respondents 
were performing in the buainess offices . A complete tabulation ot 
activities is i ncluded in Chapter VI • 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF DAXA CONCERNING JOB ACTIVITIES 
The oheok list of 89 offioe activities was used in order to learn 
the activities most frequently performed by office workers, and the 
office machines most frequently used. 
In determining the frequency with which the different activities 
were performed, the responses of the oheck lists of the 122 respondents 
were tabulated. One hundred and f i fteen respondents were doing effice 
work, and seven respondents who had held full-time office jobs since 
graduation were students er married and at home at the time of the 
study. 
Table XVII shoWB the total frequencies for the 89 office activities 
arranged in order from the highest to the lowest frequency of performance. 
"Alphabetic filing by name" with a total of 87 responses was the most 
frequently performed activity. The lowest total frequency was two for 
"I. B. M. Key Punch Machine." 
The ten most frequently perfor.med activities according to rank were: 
"Alphabetic filing by name," "Answering telephone," "Filling in printed 
forms," "Addressing· envelopes," ~dling telephone calls for employer," 
"Copying from handwriting," "Burroughs adding machine," "Folding letters 
and inserting into envelopes," "Looking up correspondence," and "Doing 
tabulation and statistical work." All of these most frequently performed 
activities are typing or clerical activities. 
The next ten most frequently performed actiTities according to rank 
were: "Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing," "Typing form 
letters," "Meeting callers and receiving clients, " "Doing office 
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housekeeping," "Composing l etters at the typewriter," "Preparing material 
for filing," "Billing," "Typing manuscripts and reports," "Typing shipping 
labels," and "Typing postal cards." In this group of the second ten most 
frequently performed activities are many ot the secretarial or s teno-
graphic activities. 
The ten activities which showed the lowest total frequency of per-
formance were: "Preparing balance sheets," "Making combined or National 
Cash Register Cash Book entries," "Burroughs adding-listing or statement 
machine," ~aking out itineraries," "Liquid duplioatort Standard, Rex- o-
graph and others," "Making statement of profit and loss, " "Preparing 
expense accounts," "Western Union telegraph machine," "Teletype machine," 
and "I. B. M. Key Punch Machine." In this group of the least frequently 
performed activities are some of the more specialized bookkeeping activi-
ties and some of the more specialized office- machines skills. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5. 5 
5. 5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 .. 5 
11.5 
13 
14.5 
14.5 
16. 5 
16.5 
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TABLE XVII 
THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF THE 89 OFFICE ACTIVITIES PERFORMED 
BY THE 122 RESPONDENTS~ ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
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0 Gl (I) 0 
8 (I) CD (I) C> '"' (I) $-, 10 ~ §13 ~ ~ (I) 0 0 ..:I c:;l Cl Cl 
Uphe.betic filing by name 87 13 14 38 17 5 
~~ering telephone 86 23 21 25 14 3 
Filling in printed forms 76 13 3 19 21 20 
~ddressing envelopes 75 9 7 25 23 ll 
Handling telephone calls tor employer 69 23 17 14 12 3 
Copying from handwriting 69 15 12 13 20 9 
Burroughs adding machine 67 12 12 15 18 10 
Folding letters and inserting into 66 8 19 22 9 8 
envelopes 
Looking up correspondence 62 7 ll 25 11 8 
Doing tabulation and statistical work 57 7 3 11 16 20 
Taking dictation in shorthand and 56 14 17 9 9 7 
transcribing 
Typing form letters 56 4 1 8 14 29 
Meeting callers and receiving clients 55 10 10 20 11 4 
Doing office housekeeping 52 0 16 19 15 2 
Composing letters at the typewriter 52 2 3 15 20 12 
Preparing material for filing 51 11 4 29 4 3 
Billing 51 12 7 10 8 14 
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18 Typing manuscripts and reports 47 2 3 9 15 18 
19 Typing shipping labels 46 3 5 13 13 12 
20 Typing postal cards 45 1 4 6 12 22 
21 Taking charge of office during 44 11 1 15 8 9 
employer's absence 
22.5 Waiting on customers 42 11 9 12 8 2 
22. 5 Copying from rough drafts 42 2 4 8 17 11 
24 Numeric filing 41 10 5 12 10 4 
25 Typing inter office correspondence 40 5 5 10 11 9 
26 Typing index cards 39 1 5 8 6 19 
29 Figuring and checking invoices 37 6 15 7 6 3 
29 Opening, sorting, and distributing 37 2 15 13 3 4 
mail 
29 Typing legal forms 37 4 0 7 9 17 
29 Ordering office supplies 37 0 3 7 14 13 
29 Typing up mailing lists 37 2 0 8 5 22 
32 Making out receipts 36 2 5 17 10 2 
33 Entering customers' orders for factor~ 35 8 2 5 9 11 
distribution with four or more 
carbons 
34. 5 Writing orders (from telephone or 34 4 9 13 5 3 
correspondence) 
34. 5 Alphabetic filing by subject 34 3 4 14 8 5 
36.5 Comptometer or Burroughs calculator 32 9 7 3 6 7 
for adding 
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ot Performance 
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36.5 Making bank deposita 32 0 4 11 9 8 
39 Keeping salesmen's records 31 4 4 8 5 10 
39 Taking dict ation directly on the 31 2 1 2 8 18 
typewri ter 
39 Cutting stencils 31 l 1 4 6 19 
41. 5 Doing cashier work 30 11 4 12 3 0 
41.5 Alphabetic ti l ing by l ocat ion 30 3 6 7 8 6 
43 Typing telegrams and cablegrams 27 4 3 5 7 8 
44 Typing mast er sheets tor liquid and 24 1 2 7 3 11 
gel atin duplicators 
45. 5 Post ing checks and deposits 23 7 4 6 4 2 
45. 6 Doing inventory and s tock work 23 4 1 5 3 10 
47. 5 Comptometer or Burroughs calcul ator 22 8 4 2 3 5 
for multiplying 
47. 5 Keeping fol low-up file 22 2 5 8 5 2 
50 . 5 Electric typewriter 21 9 1 l 5 5 
50 . 5 Pricing customers ' orders 21 8 3 6 3 1 
50 . 5 Keeping a checkbook 21 1 4 11 4 1 
60 . 6 Balancing cash 21 0 6 8 5 3 
63. 6 Monroe, Marchant , or Friden 20 7 3 2 4 4 
calculator 
63. 5 Cheokwriter 20 0 6 4 7 4 
56. 5 Comptometer or Burroughs calculator 19 6 5 4 2 2 
for subtracting 
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56. 5 Posting to accounts receivable ledger 19 4 4 3 5 3 
56.5 Transcribing from recor ds 19 1 1 5 4 8 
56. 5 Cross referencing 19 0 2 7 6 4 
59. 5 Making general journal entries 18 2 1 9 4 2 
59. 5 Making statistical reports (daily, 18 0 0 1 4 13 
weekly, or monthly) 
61. 5 Timekeeping 17 4 2 5 5 1 
61. 5 Making Government reports-- state or 17 0 1 2 4 10 
federal 
63. 5 Telephone switchboard 16 1 5 2 1 1 
63.5 Posting to general ledger 16 5 1 5 1 4 
65. 5 Arranging and posting checks from 16 4 2 0 4 5 
clearing houses 
65.5 Making petty cash book entries 15 1 2 9 1 2 
68 Expediting cuatoll}.ers' orders 13 3 2 3 2 3 
68 Comptometer or Burroughs calculator 13 2 6 3 1 1 
for dividing 
68 .Addres eograph 13 0 4 2 0 1 
70 Mimeograph 12 0 2 0 3 7 
11 Checking controlling accounts with 11 1 1 1 2 6 
subsidiary l edgers l 
73 Bookkeeping machine 10 7 1 0 0 2 
73 Making sales journal entries 10 1 2 5 1 1 
73 Te..king trial balance 10 0 0 0 0 10 
75 Posting to accounts payable ledger 9 1 1 4 3 0 
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Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
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77 Making purchases journal entries 8 0 1 4 2 1 
77 Gelatin duplicatort Ditto and 8 0 1 2 2 3 
Hectograph 
77 Figuring interest on notes~ drafts, 8 0 0 2 3 3 
et cetera 
79. 5 Billing machine 7 6 1 0 0 0 
79.5 Preparing balance sheets 7 0 0 0 2 5 
82 Making combined or National Cash 6 1 1 2 1 1 
82 
Register Cash Book entries 
Burroughs adding- listing or statement 6 1 0 2 0 3 
machine 
. 82 Making out itineraries 6 1 0 0 1 4 
84. 5 Liquid duplicator: Standard, Rex-o- 5 0 3 1 1 0 
graph and others 
84.5 Making statement of profit and loss 5 0 0 0 1 4 
86 Prepar ing expense accounts 4 0 0 0 0 4 
87. 5 Western Union telegraph machine 3 0 2 0 1 0 
87. 5 Teletype machine 3 0 2 0 0 1 
89 I. B. M. Key Punch Machine 2 1 0 0 1 0 
• 
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Table XVIII shows the 89 office activities according to classifi-
cation of activity and the order of frequency of performance within each 
classification. Table XVIII also show• where these job activities 
should be learned in the opinion of the respondents. 
Table XVIII shows that all of the typing activities were relatively 
high in total frequency of performance which indicated that high school 
business students should develop skill in the performance of these typing 
activities. 
As shown in Table XVIII, all o£ the bookkeeping activities had a 
total frequency of performance below the typing activities. These law 
frequencies indicated that fewer bookkeeping than typing jobs existed 
for high school graduates. 
Table XVIII shows that all of the stenographic and secretarial 
activities exoept "Transcribing from records" had a total frequency of 
performance above the bookkeeping activities. The fact that the total 
frequency of performance of the stenographic or secretarial activities 
was higher than the totals tor the bookkeeping activities indicated 
that more students should be trained as stenographers than as bookkeepers. 
Table XVIII shows the .. totals for i'requency of performance for the 
filing activities to be high which indicated that the business students 
should be well trained to perform these filing activities. 
~ shown in Table XVIII, the majority of the activities classified 
as "General Office Activities" were frequently performed by t:he respondents. 
The frequency of performance of these general office activities indicated 
, 
that Gardner High School should offer more specific training in general 
clerical practice. 
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The tabulation of the f requency of use ot the office machines shown 
in Table XVIII indicated that the Burroughs adding machine, Comptometer 
or Burroughs calculator, electr ic typewriter, Monroe, Marchant, or Friden 
calculator, and mimeograph were the machines on which high school business 
students should develop skill. 
TABLE XVIII 
THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE OF THE 
8 9 ACTIVITIES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO TYPE OF 
ACTIVITY AND .ARR.t\:r.J"GED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
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TYPING ACTIVITIES : 
Filling in printed forms 76 13 3 19 21 20 
Addres sing envelopes 75 9 7 25 23 11 
~opying from handwriting 69 15 12 13 20 9 
Doing tabulation and st at is- 57 7 3 11 16 20 
t ical work 
Typing form letters 56 4 1 8 14 29 
Billing 51 12 7 10 8 14 
Typing manuscripts and 47 2 3 9 15 18 
reports 
Typing shipping labels· 46 3 5 13 13 12 
Typing postal cards 4 5 1 4 6 12 22 
Copying from rough drafts 42 2 4 8 . 17 11 
Typing interof fice corres- 40 5 5 10 11 9 
pondence 
Typing index cards 39 1 5 8 6 19 
Typing l egal forms 37 4 0 7 9 17 
Typing up mailing lists 37 2 0 8 5 22 
Entering cuato~ers' orders 35 8 2 5 9 11 
for factory distribution 
with four or more carbon 
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27 20 29 
60 6 9 
33 18 18 
41 0 16 
30 12 14 
16 19 16 
22 4 21 
16 19 11 
30 7 8 
29 3 10 
16 16 8 
24 3 12 
10 11 16 
14 11 12 
6 19 10 
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TYPING ACTIVITIES: (continued) 
Cutting stencils 31 1 1 4 6 19 23 0 8 
Typing telegrams and cable- 27 4 3 6 7 8 14 7 6 
grams 
Typing master sheets for 24 1 2 7 3 11 11 7 6 
liquid and gelatin 
duplicators 
B OOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES: 
Balancing cash 21 0 5 8 6 3 5 5 11 
Posting to accounts receiv- 19 4 4 3 5 3 10 1 8 
able ledger 
Making general journal entri ef 18 2 1 9 4 2 8 1 9 
Making statistical reports 18 0 0 1 4 13 4 5 9 
(daily, weekly. monthly) 
Making Government reports-- 17 0 1 2 4 10 3 8 6 
state or federal 
Posting to general ledger 16 6 1 5 1 4 7 3 6 
Making petty cash book entrie1 15 1 2 9 1 2 5 2 8 
Checking controlling accounts 11 1 1 1 2 6 7 2 2 
with subsidiary ledgers 
Making sales journal entries 10 1 2 5 1 1 3 0 7 
Taking trial balance 10 0 0 0 0 10 5 1 4 
Posting to accounts payable 9 1 1 4 3 0 6 0 3 
ledger 
Making purchases journal 8 0 1 4 2 1 2 0 6 
entries 
Figuring interest on notes, 8 0 0 2 3 3 6 0 2 
drafts 
• 
et cetera 
----
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Approximate Frequency Place to 
of Performance learn achvit 
Ill 
Ill 
>:. ..c G) 
0 ~ c.-. bO >:..!><: ~ s:: 0 0 :::s ~ G) 
G) 0 ~ G) $.. 
..-i..O 
:::s ~ ~ $.. ~ ~ 0 
00 
Job or activity 0' ..-i ..-i ..c ..-i ..0 
0 .,. 
Q) <t!>:. <tl>:. 0 
..c 
$.. ..C<tl +',.!14 
Q) >:. 0 0 () Q) 
11. 
,.C<tl •r-i ..c~s:: 0 .,. lll,.C 
s::'O s::'O s:: Q) Ill +>..Ca> ..c +> <D G) <tl +>+> () G) s:: 
..-i 
' <tl >:. <t!>:. ~J!: () -§ s::~ <tl Ill :S •rl ~ \ ..c $.. ,.C$.. () 0 0 +> +>~ +>~ 0 Q) 0 :::s e s:: 0 0 :S-o 
E-1 ( G><D {I) <D G)t3 0 
H s:: 
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BOOKKEEPING ~CTIVITIES : (cont . ) 
Preparing balance sheets 7 0 0 0 2 5 3 0 4 
i 
Making combined or Nat' 1 Cash 6 I 1 ' 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 
Register cash book e ntri s ! 
Making statement of profit an 5 I 0 0 0 1 4 2 0 3 ! 
loss I 
Preparing expense account s 4 ' 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 2 
STENOGRAPHIC AND SECRETARIAL 
ACTIVITIES:"" 
Handling _telephone calls for 69 23 17 14 12 3 13 28 28 
employer 
Taking dictation in shorthand 56 14 17 9 9 7 51 0 5 
and transcribing 
Composing letters at the 52 2 3 15 20 12 24 1 21 
typewriter 
Doing office housekeeping 52 0 16 19 15 2 17 17 18 
Taking charge of office during 44 11 1 15 8 9 9 26 9 
employer's absence 
Keeping salesmen's records 31 4 4 8 5 10 5 20 6 
Taking dictation directly on 31 2 1 2 8 18 20 1 10 
the typewriter 
Transcribing from records 19 1 1 5 4 8 14 1 4 
F ILING ACTIVITIES: 
-
Alphabetic filing by name 87 13 14 38 17 5 59 3 25 
Looking up correspondence 62 7 11 25 11 8 24 17 21 
Preparing material for filin! 51 11 4 29 4 3 23 15 13 
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Approximate Frequency Place to 
of Performance aa~i~tv 
r.o IQ 
;::.., ib :>,,.!.~ Cl) 0 4-1 4-1 .-4 
s:l 0 0 ::1 .-4CI) 
Cl) 0 ~~ J.. .-4,0 g. 4-1 4-1 J.. 0 0 0 
Job or activity .-4 .-4 :a ,.!.I s:l .-4 .0 ..8'f"";) Cl) Cl$:>, j~ OCil ;::.., 0 0 ~ A~ -riA .-4s:l 0 'f"";) 0 Cl) "d s:IG> IQ+l :f)$ -& co A ]~ ~;::.., $~ Ill Cl) s:l+l .-4 OA s:l4-! II) :a CIS AJ.. co.. Ot.O ~0 ..... s:l +l +l~ +l~ OG> o::s s:l 0 0 
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ILING ACTIVITIES: F (continued) 
Numeric filing 41 10 5 12 10 4 22 8 11 
Alphabetic filing by subject 34 3 4 14 8 5 21 4 9 
Alphabetic filing by location 30 3 6 7 8 6 18 2 10 
Keeping follow-up tile 22 2 5 8 5 2 10 5 7 
Cross referencing 19 0 2 7 6 4 11 1 7 
ENERAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES: G 
An6Wering telephone 86 23 21 25 14 3 16 41 29 
Folding letters and inserting 66 8 19 22 9 8 36 14 16 
into envelopes 
:Meeting callers and receiving 55 10 10 20 11 4 12 11 32 
clients 
Waiting on customers 42 11 9 12 8 2 5 19 18 
Figuring and checki.ng invoices 37 6 15 7 6 3 10 16 11 
Opening. sorting, and distri- 37 2 15 13 3 4 5 20 12 
buting mail 
Ordering office supplies 37 0 3 7 14 13 4 22 11 
Making out receipts 36 2 5 17 10 2 12 10 14 
Writing orders (from tel ephone 34 4 9 13 5 3 6 14 14 
or correspondence) 
Making bank deposits 32 0 4 11 9 8 13 8 11 
Doing cashier work 30 11 4 12 3 0 2 18 10 
Postin ohecks and de p oBits 23 7 4 6 4 2 7 8 8 
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Approximate Frequency Place to 
of Performance e.att~ty 
11!1 
11!1 
>. 15, >.~ G) 0 C+-1 C+-1 r-4 ~ 0 0 ::3 r-4G) r-4,0 (I) 0 ~~ J.. 0 0 ::l c... C+-1 J.i 0 0 .,-, Job or activity o< r-4 r-4 :$~ ~ r-4 ,0 ..s:: (I) o:!l» ~~ OG> >. 0 0 0 (I) J.i .,S::QI ...C.d r-4~ 0 .,-, ll!l.d 1%. '0 ~G) :.p ~: .g ~.p ~t> ~I» $CD (I) r-4 c...• O.d ~~ Ql ~ oriQ Ql ~s.. Ot:ll 0 
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G ENERAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES: {cont ) 
Doing inventory and stock work 23 4 1 5 3 10 1 14 8 
Pricing customers' orders 21 8 s 6 3 1 2 16 3 
Keeping e. checkbook 21 1 4 11 4 1 9 I 2 10 
I 
Timekeeping 17 4 2 5 5 1 3 I 7 7 Arranging and posting checks 15 4 2 0 4 5 3 7 5 
from clearing houses 
Expediting customers' orders 13 3 2 3 2 3 1 8 4 
Making out itineraries 6 1 0 0 1 4 0 2 4 
0 FFICE MA.CHINES USED: 
-
Burroughs adding machine 67 12 12 15 18 10 47 4 16 
Comptometer or Burroughs oe.l- 32 9 7 3 6 7 25 1 6 
oule.tor for adding 
Comptometer or Burroughs oe.l- 22 8 4 2 3 5 17 1 4 
oulator for multiplying 
Electric typewriter 21 9 1 l 5 5 9 6 6 
Monroe, Me.rohe.nt, or Friden 20 7 3 2 4 4 7 5 8 
oe.loulator 
Checlcwriter 20 0 5 4 7 4 4 11 5 
Comptometer or Burroughs cal- 19 6 5 
' 
2 2 14 1 4 
oule.tor for subtracting 
Telephone switchboard 16 7 5 2 1 1 0 12 4 
Comptometer or Burroughs cal- 13 2 6 3 1 1 8 j 1 4 culator for dividing 
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4pproximate Frequency 
ot Performance 
Place to 
aa!tFv~ty 
10 
Ia 
::., 1b G) 0 <H <H ~ r-1 $:1 0 0 ~ r-ICO ~.0 
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OFFICE !!!CHINES USED: 
-
(continuE d) 
Addressograph 13 0 4 2 0 7 2 9 2 
.Mimeograph 12 0 2 0 3 7 9 0 3 
Bookkeeping machine 10 7 1 0 0 2 0 6 4 
Gelatin duplicator: Ditto or 8 0 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 
Hectograph 
Bil ling machine 7 6 1 0 0 0 0 5 2 
Burroughs adding~listing or 6 1 0 2 0 3 4 0 ' 2 
statement machine 
Liquid duplicator: Standard, 5 0 3 1 1 0 1 3 1 
Rex- o- gx-aph, or others 
Western Union telegraph 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 0 
machine 
Teletype machine 3 0 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 
I. B. M. Key Punch machine ' 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 
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Table XIX shows the significance o£ the total frequencies of the 
office activities performed by the respondents. In determining the 
significance of the total frequencies as shown in Tables XVII and XVIII. 
a slightly different classification was used. The a.cti vi ties which were 
performed more than half of every day were considered as "major" 
activities. The activities which were performed less than half of every 
day or often through the week were considered as "regular" activities. 
The activities which were performed occasionally through the week or 
monthly or less often were grouped as "occasional" activities. 
After these activities were grouped, the "major" activities and 
the "regular" activities were added together and divided by the total 
frequency. 
To determine the teaching emphasis which should be given to each 
of these office activities, the responses for "school" and "school and 
job" were added together and divided by the total frequency. 
Table XIX shows that even though some of the activities ranked low 
as far as total frequency of performance was concerned, they Should be 
thoroughly learned in school. Among the job activities which had a 
school emphasis of 100 per cent and should be thoroughly learned in 
school, in the opinion of the respondents, wer e the followinga "Doing 
tabulation and statistical work," "Taking dictation in shorthand and 
transcribing," "Cutting stencils," "Mimeograph," ~ng sales journal 
entries," "Posting to accounts payable ledger," "Making purchases 
journal entries," "Figuring interest on notes, drafts, et cetera," 
"Preparing balance sheets," "Burrough• adding-listing or statement 
machine," "Kaking statement of profit and loss," and "Preparing expense 
accounts." 
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The office activities which had a percentage of school emphasis 
between 90 and 99 per cent were as followsz "Addressing envelopes." 
"Burr oughs adding machine." "Typing manuscripts and reports." "Copying 
from rough drafts." "Typing index cards," "Comptometer or Burroughs 
calculator for adding." "Taking dictation directly on the typewriter." 
"Alphabetic filing by location," "Comptometer or Burroughs calculator 
tor multiplying," "Keeping a checkbook," "Comptometer or Burroughs 
calculator for subtracting," "Posting to accounts receivable ledger," 
"Transcribing from records," "Cross referencing," "Making general 
journal entries," "Comptometer or Burrou.ghs calculator for dividing," 
and "Taking trial balance." 
The office activities which had a percentage of school emphasis 
below 50 per cent were: "Taking charge of office during employer's 
absence." "Opening, sorting, and distributing mail," "Ordering office 
supplies," "Entering customers' orders for factory distribution with 
four or more carbons," "Keeping salesmen's records," "Doing cashier 
work," "Doing inventory and stock work," "Pricing customers' orders," 
"Checkwri ter 1 " "Telephone swi tohboard." "Expediting customers' orders," 
"Addressograph," "Bookkeeping machine," "Billing machine," "Liquid 
duplicatorz Standard, Rex-o-graph and others," ~estern Union telegraph 
machine," "Teletype machine," and "I. B. M. Key Punch lla.chine." 
I 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5. 5 
s.s 
7 
TABLE XIX 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF THE 89 ·oFFICE ACTIVITIES 
PERFORMED BY THE 122 RESPONDENTS AND WHERE THESE ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE TAUGHT 
,...,. ~'>: 
t- ~ ~.-. >. ~ .... :a 
0 ~1~ -~$ ~ 4-> ~ ..0 ~ ~~ 0 * Q) ·~.S::~ ·r-1~ Q) '":1 * '":1 ;:$ 4->0..Q 
* 
0 til 
Activity 0' •r-1 ~ 0 4-> 
,_..,. 
"d '":1 Classification Q) 4-> :>. ~8.s:: a! 0 r:t: + ~ til T r.. o:S""' g :>. rx. c$ ~ ""' bJ) + r:t: + '":1 a!:>.;:$ .,..,_. 
::s r-f r-1 r-f 1-.Q)Q) r-f ri 0 tO..!.j ... 0 0 til + 
aS 01-4 ~·r-1""' aS Q) ::a 0 0 4-> 'rjO~ aS.S:: g~ ..Q .g .g til 0 ~.?!0 Q) Q 4-> 0 ~ r:tl'-' 0 '-' til '":1 fl.) 
Alphabetic filing by name 87 13 52 22 75% 59 3 25 97% Filing 
Answering telephone 86 23 46 17 80% 16 41 29 52% General Office 
Filling in printed forms 76 13 22 41 46% 27· 20 29 74% Typing 
Addressing envelopes 75 9 32 34 55% 60 6 9 92% Typing 
Handling telephone calls for 69 23 31 15 78% 13 28 28 59% Stenographic and 
employer Secretarial 
Copying from handwriting 69 15 25 29 58% 33 18 18 74% Typing 
Burroughs adding machine 67 12 27 28 58% 47 4 16 94% Office Machines 
* The sum of "major" plus "regular" activities divided by the total of "major, " "regular-" and 
"occasional " activities. 
** The sum of "school" plus "sohool and job" responses divided by the t otal of "school," "job," . 
and "school and job" responses. 
';_;;j ~--;; ·~~ 
~ CH t-~~ •r-1 :S 
0 ~>: ·~$II ~ ~ ~ ~~ 8 ~.c:.g ·r-1 CH 4> Rank Activity to:S 0' ·r-1~ ~J.t q) ~ :>, <s.. a! 0 ~ ~..d J.t o.c: ~ ~Q) ~ >.~ o>. · I> ..... ~ 
~ J.t(I)Q) .-1.-10 1:0~ 
al OJ.t :::So.-1 J.t a! (I) 
~ "I"")OCH bOai:S g~ 0 ~co «>A E-1 ~- o-
8 Folding letters and inserting 66 8 41 17 
into envelopes 
9 Looki.ng up correspondence 62 7 36 19 
10 Doing tabulation and statis- 57 7 14 36 
tical work 
11,5 Taking dictation in shorthand 56 14 26 16 
and transcribing 
11.5 Typing form letters 56 4 9 43 
13 Meeting callers and receiving 55 10 30 16 
clients 
14,5 Composing letters at the type ~ 52 2 18 32 
writer 
14.5 Doing office housekeeping 52 0 35 17 
16,5 Preparing material for filing 51 11 33 7 
16.5 Billing 51 12 17 22 
18 Typing manuscripts and report s 47 2 12 33 
19 Typing shipping l abels 46 3 18 25 
20 Typing postal cards 45 1 10 34 
' 
..0 
0 
'";) 
0 
'0 p:; + ~ 
.... p:: 
...... ...... 
::s + 0 0 0 0 ::a .c: ..0 .c: 
0 0 0 
tl'l '";) tl'l 
74% 36 14 16 
69% 24 17 21 
37% 41 0 16 
71% 51 0 5 
23% 30 12 14 
73% 12 11 32 
38% 24 7 21 
67% 17 17 18 
86% 25 15 13 
57% 16 19 16 
30% 22 4 21 
46% 16 19 11 
24% 30 7 8 
'";) 
'";) tl'l 
tl'l + 
+ '";) 
tl'l ... 
tl'l 
79% 
73% 
100% 
100% 
79% 
80% 
87% 
67% 
71% 
63% 
91% 
59% 
84% 
Classification 
General Offioe 
Filing 
Typing 
Stenographic and 
Secretarial 
Typing 
General Office 
Stenographic and 
Secretarial 
Stenographic and 
Secretarial 
Filing 
Typing 
Typing 
Typing 
Typing (11 0 
........ ~-» 
» ~ •r-i .-t 
» 
l>..d 
»~ 4-) s::l Q) •r-i 4-) (.) ·n m ~ 4-) c .0 
c 4-)aj>, ;>4-) 0 0 0 '":> 
~ ·~ ,.d~ ·r-i~ Q) .( s 0 '":> Cll 
ank Activity 
4-) o.c '":> 
C1' •r-i c 0 4-) .-t ~ p;: ... -o Cll + Classification Q) 4-)aj>, < ~ a! 0 s:l 
~ O..d~ O,.d s::l + Cl': a! ... '":> 
li< < +> Q) ~ !SO 0 » I> a! >,;:::1 •r-i .-t :a ... .-t .-t Cll ... 
.-t ~ Q) Q) .-I.-tO co ..!oC • 0 0 
a! 0 ~ ;:::1 ·;;; 1-. a! CD ;::!il 0 0 Cll 4-) . .., oc... b.O ,.d o m ,.d .0 ,.d 
0 ~::zlo a>04-) of!= (.) 0 (.) 8 """'.._... ~- o- Cl) '":> Cl) 
R 
21 Taking charge of office durin 44 11 16 17 61% 9 26 9 41% Stenographic and 
employer's absence Secretarial 
22.5 Waiting on customers 42 11 21 10 76% 5 19 18 55% General Office 
22.5 Copying from rough drafts 42 2 12 28 33% 29 3 10 93% Typing 
24 Numeric filing 41 10 17 14 66% 22 8 11 80% Filing 
25 Typing interoffice co rrespond 40 5 15 20 50% 16 16 8 60% Typing 
ence 
26 Typing index cards 39 l 13 25 36% 24 3 12 92% Typing 
29 Figuring and checking invoice 37 6 22 9 76% 10 16 11 57% General Office 
29 Opening, sorting, and dis - 37 2 28 1 81% 5 20 12 46% General Office 
tributing mail 
29 Typing legal forms 37 4 7 26 30% 10 11 16 10% Typing 
29 Ordering office supplies 37 0 10 27 27% 4 22 11 41% General Office 
29 Typing up mailing lists 37 2 8 27 27% 14 11 12 70% Typing 
32 Making out recei.pts 36 2 22 12 67% 12 10 14 72% General Office 
........ ~· » 
I» ~ ·~ ..... I» CH +> ~ Q) •r'l :S () ~ ~$- +>~ ~ C) ~ .0 Q) ·~~~ •r'l CH Q) ~ 0 '":I g. ~ o:S '":I fll Rank Activity •r'l ~ ......... 0 '":I Cl assification Q) +> » 4lf ~ .s:: ~0 '0 fll -t-
.... ~$~ P=l + ~ + r:. ; I»~ o>. CIS '":I •r'l r-4 ...... fl:l 
..... r...Q)Q) r-4..-10 W..lol 
;:If 
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CIS or.. ~·r'lr... CIS Q) + 0 0 +> "I'") Oct-! Q)g:S g~ ~ 0 0 fll 0 ~!:!.0 13 .0 13 E-t fl:l'-" 0'-" 0 Dl '":I fll 
33 Entering customers ' orders fo 36 8 7 20 43% 6 19 10 46% Typing 
factory distribution wit 
four or more carbons 
34. 6 Writing orders (fr om telephon 34 4 22 8 76'fu 6 1~ 1' 69% General Office 
or correspondence) 
34. 6 Alphabe~ic fi l ing by subject 34 3 18 13 62% 21 4 9 88% Filing 
36. 5 Comptometer or Burroughs cal .. 32 9 10 13 59% 25 1 6 97% Office lle.chines 
culator for adding 
36. 5 Making_bank deposits 32 0 15 17 47% 13 8 11 75% Gener al Office 
39 Keeping salesmen's records 31 4 12 15 62% 5 20 6 35% Stenographic and 
Secretarial 
39 Taking dictation directly on 31 2 3 26 16% 20 1 10 97% Stenographic and 
the typewriter Secretarial 
39 Cutting stencils 31 1 5 25 19% 23 0 8 lOO% Typing 
41 . 5 Doing cashier work 30 11 '16 3 90% 2 18 10 40% General Office 
41. 5 Alphabetic filing by location 30 3 13 14 53% 18 2 10 93% Filing 
43 Typing tel egrams and 27 4 8 15 44% 14 7 6 74% Typing 
cablegrams 
44 Typing master sheets for 24 1 9 14 42% 11 7 6 71% Typing 
liquid and gelatin dupli 
oators 
......., ~-;; 
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!>, ~......., +>s:IG> ·~ :S C) ·~$ ~ +> s:l ..0 s:l +>GSI>l ~ ~ 0 Q) ·~~~ ·~ CH G> 0 ~ ~ & ~o:S tf.) Rank Activity ~~~ ..... .... ~ .... "CC ~ plassifioatio~ Q) ~8.g, GS 0 ~ rt.) .... t.: ():a .... § ~ ...... ~ c¢ ~ ::a + ~ GS ~:::l ·~ ..... + ..... ..... 
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45, 5 Posting checks and deposits 23 7 10 6 74% 7 8 8 65% General Office 
45,5 Doing inventory and stock wor:k 23 4 6 13 43% 1 14 8 39% General Office 
47. 5 Comptometer or Burroughs cal~ 22 8 6 8 64% 17 1 4 95% Office Machines 
culator for multiplying 
47, 5 Keeping follow- up file 22 2 13 7 68% 10 5 7 77% Filing 
50,5 El ectric typewriter 21 9 2 10 52% 9 6 6 71% Office Machines 
50,5 Pricing customers' orders 21 8 9 4 81% 2 16 3 24% General Office 
50,5 Keeping a checkbook 21 1 15 5 76% 9 2 10 90% General Offi ce 
50, 5 Bal ancing cash 21 0 13 8 62% 5 5 11 76% Bookkeeping 
53, 5 Monroe, Marchant, or Friden 20 7 5 8 60% 7 5 8 75% Office Machines 
calculator 
53,5 Cheokwriter 20 0 9 11 45% 4 11 5 45% Office Machines 
56, 5 Comptometer or Burroughs cal~ 19 6 9 4 79% 14 1 4 95% Office Machines 
cu1ator for subtracting 
56. 5 Posting to accounts receivablE 19 4 7 8 58% 10 1 8 95% Bookkeeping 
ledger 
56, 5 Transcribing from records 19 1 6 12 37% 14 1 4 95% Stenographic and 
Secretarial 
-;; ~">; 
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56. 5 ~ross referencing 19 0 9 10 47% 11 1 7 95% Filing 
59.5 ~ing general journal entries 18 2 10 6 67% 8 1 9 94% Bookkeeping 
59. 5 ~aking statistical r eports 18 0 1 17 6% 4 5 9 72% Bookkeeping 
(daily, weekly, or monthl r> 
61.5 Timekeeping 17 4 7 6 65% 3 7 7 59% General Office 
61.5 ~ing Government reports- - 17 0 3 14 18% 3 8 6 53% Bookkeeping 
state or federal 
63.5 ~elephone switchboard 16 7 7 2 88% 0 12 4 25% Office Machines 
63.5 ~osting to general ledger 16 5 6 5 69% 7 3 6 81% Bookkeeping 
65.5 ~ranging and posting checks 15 4 2 9 40% 3 7 5 53% General Office 
from clearing houses 
65.5 ~aking petty cash book entries 15 1 11 3 80% 5 2 8 87% Bookkeeping 
68 ~pediting customers' orders 13 3 5 5 62% 1 8 4 38% General Office 
68 pomptometer or Burroughs ca1- 13 2 9 2 85% 8 1 4 92% Office Machines 
cu1ator for dividing 
68 .lddres sograph 13 0 6 7 46% 2 9 2 31% Office Machines 
70 lfimeogr aph 12 0 2 10 17% 9 0 3 100% Office Machines 
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71 Checking controlling accounts 11 1 2 8 
with subsidiary l edgers 
73 ~ookkeeping machine 10 7 1 2 
73 !Making sales journal entries 10 1 7 2 
73 Taking trial balance 10 0 0 10 
75 Posting to accounts payable 9 1 5 3 
77 
ledger 
!Making purchases journal 8 0 5 3 
entr ies 
77 Gelatin duplicator : Ditto anc 8 0 3 5 
Hectograph 
77 ~iguring inter est on notes , 8 0 2 6 
drafts , et cetera 
79. 5 ~illing machine 7 6 1 0 
79. 5 rreparing balance sheets 7 0 0 7 
82 ~ing combined or National 6 1 3 2 
Cash Register Cash Book 
entries 
82 ~urroughs adding-listing or 6 1 2 3 
statement machine 
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.Q ,.0 
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27% 7 2 
80% 0 6 
80% 3 0 
O% 5 1 
67% 6 0 
63% 2 0 
38% 2 3 
25% 6 0 
OO% 0 5 
O% 3 0 
67% 2 1 
50% 4 0 
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2 82% 
4 40% 
7 100% 
4 90% 
3 100% 
6 100% 
3 63% 
2 100% 
2 29% 
4 100% 
3 83% 
2 100% 
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Bookkeeping 
Office Machines 
Bookkeeping 
Bookkeeping 
Bookkeeping 
Bookkeeping 
Office Machines 
Bookkeeping 
Office Machines 
Bookkeeping 
Bookkeeping 
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c.n 
c.n 
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::-, ~ .PI:JQ) .~ :S () ·~.s ~ ....., ~ A ~ +"~:>. ~ ~ ~ '-:> ~ ·.-!~~ •.-! CI-t Q) 0 ro I> ro .PO~ '-:> 
Rank Activity 0" .... ~ ~$......., r-1 .... ~ ..... ro ro + Classification Q) ....., ::-, ~ 0 ~ ~ O.QS.. O.Q s::: + ~ ~ + '-:> ~ ...... ~ s.. bD 0 :>. ~ ~ :>. ;::l •.-! r-1 + r-1 r-1 ro + r-1 s.. Q) Q) r-l r-1 0 Ill 
..!.I 0 0 
'!! OS.. :::l•r-f $.. ~ Q) ~ 0 0 ro 
.p 
·I"")OCI-t b.O~.Q g ~ 
-3 A ~ 0 ~~0 Q)j:l....., ~ () E-1 ::!1- ~ ........ o ........ ro ro 
82 Making out itineraries 6 1 0 5 17% 0 2 4 67% General Office 
84, 5 Liquid duplicator: Standard, 5 0 4 
Rex-a- gr aph an.d others 
1 80% 1 3 1 40% Office Machines 
84. 5 Making statement of profit an< 5 0 0 5 
l os s 
O% 2 0 3 100% Bookkeeping 
86 Preparing expense accounts 4 0 0 4 O% 2 0 2 100% Bookkeeping 
87. 6 ~estern Union tel egraph maohir e 3 0 2 1 67% 0 3 0 O% Offi ce Machines 
87. 5 Tel etype machine 3 0 2 1 67% 1 2 0 33% Offi ce Machines 
89 I . B. M, Key Punch Machine 2 1 0 1 50% 0 2 0 O% Office Machines 
Table XX summarizes the .findings reported in Tables XVII, XVIII, 
and XIX. In Table XX, the activities are classified according to type 
o.f activity and arranged in order of rank within each classification. 
The time-frequency rating in per cent and the school-training rating 
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in per cent are shown for each activity. These percentages were taken 
.from Table XIX. The percentages given for school training should be 
especially valuable as a guide for teachers in Gardner High School when 
planning the oourse content of their own su~jects. 
The typing activities which had a school-training rating of 90 
per cent or higher were: "Addressing envelopes," "Doing tabulation and 
statistical work," "Typing manuscripts and reports," "Copying .from rough 
drafts," "Typing index cards," and "Cutting stencils." 
The bookkeeping acti vi tie• which had a school-tt:"aining rating of 
90 per cent or higher were: "Posting to accounts receivable ledger," 
~aking general journal entries," "Making sales journal entries," 
"Taking trial balance," "Posting to accounts pa,able ledger," ~ing 
purchases journal entries," "Figuring interest on notes, drafts, et 
cetera," "Preparing bal~ce sheets," "Making statement of profit and 
loss," and "Preparing expense accounts." 
"Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing," "Taking dictation 
directly on the typewriter," and "Transcribing .from records" were the 
stenographic or secretarial activities Which had a school-training 
rating of 90 per cent or higher. "Composing letters at the typewriter" 
had a. school-training rating of 87 per cent which indicated the importance 
of training high school students in the performance of this activity. 
Among the filing activities which had a school-training r ating of 
90 per cent or higher were the followinga "Alphabetic filing by neune," 
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"Alphabetic filing by location," and "Cross referencing." 
The only general office activity which had a school-training rating 
ot 90 per cent or higher was "Keeping a checkbook." 
The ottioe machines which had a school-training rating ot 90 per 
cent or higher weret "Burroughs adding machine, " "Comptometer or 
Burroughs calculator tor adding," "Comptometer or Burroughs calculator 
for multiplying," "Comptometer or Burroughs cal culator for subtracting," 
"Comptometer or Burroughs calculator for dividing." "Mimeogr aph, " and 
"Burroughs adding-listing or statement machine." 
TABLE XX 
SIGNIFICANCE OF ACTIVITIES IN EACH CLASSIFICATION 
Time- School-
Rank Activity 
frequency training 
Rating in Rating in 
Per Cent Per Cent 
TYPING ACTIVITIES: 
3 Filling in printed forms 46 74 
4 Addressing envelopes 55 92 
5. 5 Copying from handwriting 58 74 
10 Doing tabulation and statistical work 37 100 
11.5 Typing form letters 23 79 
16.5 Billing 57 63 
18 Typing manuscripts and reports 30 91 
19 Typing shipping labels 46 59 
20 Typing postal cards 24 84 
22.5 Copying from rough drafts 33 93 
25 Typing interoffice correspondence 50 60 
Rank 
26 
29 
29 
33 
39 
43 
44 
71 
73 
73 
75 
77 
77 
Activity 
TYPING ACTIVITIES (continued) 
Typing index cards 
Typing legal forms 
Typing up mailing lists 
Entering customers' orders for factory 
distribution With four or more 
carbons 
Cutting stencils 
Typing telegrams and cablegrams 
Typing master sheets for liquid and 
gelatin duplicators 
BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES: 
Balancing cash 
Posting to accounts receivable ledger 
Making general journal entries 
Making statistical reports (daily. 
weekly, monthly) 
Making Government r eportswsstate or federal 
Posting to general ledger 
Making petty oash book entries 
Checking controlling accounts with 
subsidiary ledgers 
Making sales journal entries 
Taking trial balance 
Posting to accounts payable l edger 
Making purchases journal entries 
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Time- School• 
fre9uency training 
Ra. t1ng in Rating in 
Per Cent Per Cent 
36 92 
30 70 
27 70 
43 46 
19 100 
44 74 
42 71 
62 76 
58 95 
67 94 
72 
18 53 
69 81 
80 87 
27 82 
80 100 
0 90 
67 100 
63 100 
Figuring interest on notes, drafts, et cetera 25 100 
Rank 
79.6 
82 
86 
s. s 
11.5 
14.5 
21 
39 
39 
56.5 
1 
9 
24 
41 . 5 
47 .5 
56. 5 
Activity 
BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES: (continued) 
Preparing balance sheets 
Making combined or Nat'l Cash Register cash 
book entries 
Making statement of profit and loss 
Preparing expense accounts 
STENOGRAPHIC AND SECRETARIAL ACTIVITIES : 
Handling telephone calls for employer 
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Time- School-frequency training 
Rating in Rating. in 
Per Cent Per Cent 
0 100 
67 83 
0 100 
0 100 
78 59 
Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing 71 100 
Composing letters at the typewriter 
Doing office housekeeping 
Taking charge of office during employer's 
absence 
Keeping salesmen's records 
Taking dictation directly on the typewriter 
Transcribing from records 
FILING ACTIVITIES: 
Alphabetic filing by name 
Looking up correspondence 
Preparing material for filing 
Hum.eric filing 
Alphabetic filing by subject 
Alphabetic filing by location 
Keeping follow-up file 
Cross referencing 
38 87 
67 67 
61 41 
52 35 
16 97 
37 95 
75 97 
69 73 
86 71 
66 80 
62 88 
53 93 
68 77 
47 95 
Rank 
2 
8 
13 
22.5 
29 
29 
29 
32 
36. 5 
41.6 
60.5 
50.6 
61.5 
65. 6 
68 
82 
7 
Activity 
GENERAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES: 
Time-
frequency 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
Answering telephone 80 
Folding letters and inserting into envelopes 74 
Meeting callera and receiving clients 73 
Waiting on customers 76 
Figuring and checking invoices 76 
Opening. sorting. and distributing mail 81 
Ordering of:f'ioe supplies 27 
Making out receipts 67 
Writing orders (from telephone or 76 
correspondence) 
Making bank deposits 47 
Doing cashier work 90 
Posting checks and deposits 74 
Doing inventory and stock work 43 
Pricing customers' orders 81 
Keeping a checkbook 76 
Timekeeping 65 
Arranging and posting checks from clearing 40 
houses 
Expediting customers' orders 62 
Making out itineraries 17 
OFFICE MACHINES USED: 
Burroughs adding machine 58 
Comptometer or Burroughs calculator for adding 59 
61 
School-
training 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
52 
79 
80 
55 
57 
46 
41 
72 
59 
76 
40 
65 
39 
24 
90 
59 
53 
38 
67 
94 
97 
Rank 
53..5 
53.5 
68 
68 
70 
73 
82 
84.5 
87.5 
89 
Acti"trf. ty 
OFFICE MACHINES ~ (continued) 
Comptometer or Burroughs calculator tor 
multiplying 
Electric typewriter 
Monroe. Marchant. or Friden calculator 
Checkwriter 
Camptometer or Burroughs calculator for 
subtracting 
Telephone switchboard 
Comptometer or Burroughs calculator for 
dividing 
Addressograph 
Mimeograph 
Bookkeeping machine 
Gelatin duplicatort Ditto or Hectograph 
Billing machine 
Burroughs adding-listing or statement 
machine 
Liquid duplicator: Standard. Rex-o•graph. 
or others 
Western Union telegraph machine 
Teletype machine 
I. B. M. Key Punch Machine 
Time-
frequency 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
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52 
60 
45 
79 
88 
85 
46 
17 
80 
38 
100 
50 
80 
67 
67 
50 
62 
School-
training 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
95 
71 
75 
45 
95 
25 
92 
31 
100 
40 
63 
29 
100 
40 
0 
33 
0 
63 
The graduates were asked to list any activities they performed 
which were not on the prepared check list. Of the activitiea added# only 
those which the respondents considered should be taught in school are 
listed here. Each of these added activities represents the suggestion 
of a different respondent. 
The activities added by the respondents to the prepared check list 
were as follows: 
Typing bills of lading, sight drafts, freight and express receipts 
Making out purchase orders 
Making up advertisements for the paper 
Typing statements 
Typing checks 
Balancing checkb.ook and bank s tatement 
Kaking out notes receivable 
Approving orders for credit 
Many of the activities added could have been checked on the prepared 
check list if a little different interpretation had been used. However, 
these additional activities were listed in order to be of assistance to 
teachers in Gardner High School when planning the content of courses . 
CHA.PTER VII 
SUMMARY A~1D CONCLUSIONS 
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The major proble·me of this study were to determine for curriculum 
revision purposes the activities and duties most frequently performed 
by office workers, and to determine the effectiveness of the business 
education program in Gardner High School. 
The findings relative to jobs held by the respondents were as 
follows: 
1. Of the 151 respondents, 115, or 76 per cent, were doing office 
work at the time of the study. In addition, seven respondents had held 
full-time office jobs since graduation, but were students or married 
and at home at the tlme of the study. 
2. Of the 115 graduates employed in offices at the time of the 
study, 57, or 49.6 per cent, secured office employment before graduation; 
55, or 47.8 per cent, secured an office poaition within six months after 
graduation; and three, or 2.6 per cent, obtained office employment 
within a year after graduation. 
3. Only 45 of the 122 graduates who were full-time office employees, 
or had held full-time office jobs, indicated that the first job was 
obtained through school authorities. The graduates may have misinter-
preted the question and considered that employment was obtained through 
personal application when they were referred by the school to the position 
and sent to make an application. 
4. Of the 115 graduates doing office work at the time of the study, 
a total of 90, or 78.25 per cent, were with the original employer. 
s. Only 14, or 9 per cent, of the 151 re~pondents had secured 
additional business training since high school. 
6. A large percentage (87 to 97 per eent of each class) of the 
respondents felt that their high school business training was adequate 
for success on the job held at the time of the study. 
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7. The respondents were practically unanimous in thinking that the 
school should maintain a placement service to assist graduates in obtain-
ing employment beyond the initial job. 
8. Forty-six of the respondents were employed in small offices 
with not over five clerks. Thirty-eight were employed in offices with 
six to 50 clerks. Ten respondents were employed in offices with 51 to 
100 clerks, and 28 in offices with 101 to 225 clerks. 
9. Seventy- six, or 62 per cent, of the respondents were employed 
in offices· of manufacturing concerns. 
OFFICE .ACTIVITIES 
1. All of the typing activities ranked in the upper half in total 
frequency of performance. The high frequency of performance of the 
typing activities justified the importance given to typewriting in 
Gardner High School. The typing activities which had a time-frequency 
rating of 50 per cent or higher as shown in Table XX were: "Addressing 
envelopes," "Copying from handwriting," "Billing," and "Typing inter" 
office correspondence. " 
2. The bookkeeping activities ranked in the lower half as far as 
total frequency of performance was concerned. However, the bookkeeping 
activities which were performed were major activities for a great many 
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or those respondents who reported that they performed these activities. 
The bookkeeping activities which had a time-frequency rating of 50 per 
cent or hi gher as shown in Table XX were: "Balancing cash," "Posting to 
accounts receivable ledger,• "Making general journal entries," "Posting 
to general ledger," "Making petty cashbook entrie a," "Making sales 
journal entries, " "Posting to accounts payable ledger," "!laking purchases 
journal entries," and "Making combined or National Cash Register cash 
book entries." 
3. The majority of the stenographic and secretarial activities 
ranked in the upper half for total frequency of performance. The 
activities in this classification whioh had a time- frequency rating of 
60 per cent or higher were: "Handling telephone calls for employer," 
"Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing," "Doing office house-
keeping," "Taking charge of office during employer's absence," and 
"Keeping salesmen's records." The time-frequency rating for "Composing 
letters at the typewriter" was 38 per cent, whereas, the rating for 
"Transcribing from records" was 37 per cent. Composing letters at the 
typewriter has been neglected in Gardner High School and should be given 
more emphasis in the future. 
4. The majority of the filing activities ranked in the upper halt' 
for total frequency of performance. All of' the filing activities except 
"Cross referencing" had a time-frequency rating of 50 per cent or higher. 
These high ratings for the filing activities indicated that t'ili.ng was a 
major activity for those respondents who reported that they performed 
these activities. The only training offered in filing in the twelfth 
grade was a small unit of instruction and practice in the Typewriting III 
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class. Gardner High School shoul4 give more emphasis to this phase of 
business training. 
s. The majority of the general office activities ranked high in 
total frequency of performance. The activities i·n this classification 
which had a time-frequency rating of 50 per cent or higher were: 
"Answering telephone." "Folding letters and inserting into envelopes." 
"Meeting callers and reeei~ng clients." ~aiting on customers." "Figuring 
and checking invoices," "Opening, sorting, and distributing mail." "Mak-
ing out receipts," ~riting orders (from telephone or correspondence)." 
"Doing cashier work." "Posting checks and deposits," "Pricing customers' 
orders." "Keeping a checkbook." "Timekeeping." and "Expediti:'ng customers' 
orders." The high frequency of these general office activities would 
justify the addition of a course in clerical pr~otioe for the twelfth 
grade in Gardner High School. 
6. The tabulation of office machines used showed the adding 
machine, comptometer or Burroughs calculat~r. electric typewriter, and 
Monroe, Marchant, or Friden calculator to be the important machines on 
which instruction should be given in Gardner High School. The total 
frequency for the use of the mimeograph was comparatively low, whereas, 
the students in Gardner High School have a great deal of practice in the 
operation of this machine when acting as secretaries to faculty members. 
The total frequency of performadrle for "Transcribing from records," as 
shown among the stenographic or secretarial activities, justified teach-
ing the use of the Ediphone in Gardner High School. 
1. Considering the 89 office activities on the check list ~s a 
whole, the ten which ranked highest in total frequency of performance 
were: "Alphabetic filing by name." "Answering telephone," "Filling in 
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printed forma," "Addressing envelopes," "Handling telephone calls for 
employer," "Copying from handwriting, " MBurrougha adding machine," 
"Folding letters and inserting into envelopes," "Looking up correspond-
ence," and ~oing tabulation and statistical work." 
a. The ten office activities which ranked next in total frequency 
of performance were: "Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing," 
"Typing form letters," "Meeting callers and receiving clients," "com-
posing letters at the typewriter," "Doing office housekeeping," "Pre-
paring material for filing," "Billing," "Typing manuscripts and reports," 
"Typing shipping labels," and "Typing postal cards." 
9. The ten office activities which ranked lowest in total frequency 
of performance were: "Preparing balance sheets," "Making combined or 
National Cash Register Cash Book ~ntries," "Burroughs adding-listing 
or statement machine," "Making out itineraries," "Liquid duplicator: 
Standard, Rex- o-graph, and others ," "Making statement of profit and 
loss ," "Preparing expense accounts," ~estern Union telegraph machine," 
"Teletype machine," and "I. B. M. Key Punch Machine." 
10. Only 42 of the 151 respondents made suggestions for improvement 
or change in the business department of Gardner High School. Fourteen 
graduates suggested more business machine training. Eight graduates 
suggested more practice in shorthand, in dictation, and transcription. 
Four graduates suggested more training in filing. Three graduates 
suggested drill in simple arithmetic in the senior year. Two graduates 
suggested more practice in composing letters at the typewriter. Two 
graduates suggested training in answering the telephone and taking 
messages, and two graduates suggested that the school stress accurate 
work and proofr eading. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BUSINESS CURRICULUM REVISION 
Based on the findings and conclusiona already presented. the follow-
ing recommendations were made: 
1. The typewriting teachers in Gardner High School should plan the 
content of the typewriting courses to develop skill in performing the 
typing activities most frequently performed by office workers. The 
findings of this s~udy as reported in Table XVIII should be a guide 
to the teachers in planning the courses. The ability to compose at the 
typewriter should be developed early in the course so that the students 
will be proficient in composing letters at the typewriter by the time of 
graduation. The typewriting department should have at least one electric 
typewriter so that students will have a chance to become acquainted with 
this machine before graduation. 
2. Two years of bookkeeping instruction in the high school Should 
be sufficient to provide the students with a thorough knowledge of the 
bookkeeping cycle and develop adequate skill in performing the bookkeep-
ing activities on the job. One year of bookkeeping instruction should be 
sufficient f or clerical workers to help them understand the importance of 
many clerical jobs. The operation of the full-bank adding machine should 
continue to be a part of the bookkeeping course. 
3. The stenographic course needs little or no revision. Since 
Gardner High School has started teaching the new Gregg Shorthand Simpli-
fied. more time will be available to develop greater skill in taking 
dictation and transcribing. Only those students who show marked ability 
in shorthand should be encouraged to take a second year in this course. 
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and the others should be encouraged to take a clerical practice course. 
4. Since riling ranked highest in total frequency, Gardner High 
School should offer more training in this area. A clerical practice 
course should be organized for the twelfth grade including instruction 
in filing and other general office activities. Drill in simple arith-
metic, as suggested by the respondents , could also be included in a 
clerical practice course. This course should be especially valuable 
for those students who are advised against taking a second year of 
shorthand. The clerical practice course should be planned to develop 
skill in performing the filing and general office activities which ahow 
high frequencies in Tabl e XVIII. 
s. Gardner High School should have a separate office machines 
laboratory. The ten-key adding-listing machine should be in t he 
machines room, and students should be taught the correct fingerin.g 
of this machine and learn to operate the machine by touch. The stu-
dents should also be given an opportunity to develop skill in the 
operation of the comptometer or Burroughs calculator, Monroe, Marchant 
or Friden calculator, and the Ediphone. More students should be 
encouraged to take advantage of the opportunity of learning the 
operation of these machines which are used in the local offices. 
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APPE NDIX 
October 24, 1949 
Dear 
As you may have read in THE GARDNER NEWS r ecently, Miss 
Ber ry, Miss Stewart, and I are making a study of the various 
office r.ctivities bcin3 performed by the graduates of the 
business department of our school . W~th your assistance, we 
hope t o l earn the types of offic:e activities which wa should 
emphasize in our business courses ~ 
You are in a position to render a r eal service to us at 
Gar dner High School: and vdth the information you furnish us , 
we hope t o be able t o plan the content of our business courses 
to fit the needs of our students who will be see kine office 
positione in the futuro . 
The infvrrnation you give us will be held in strictest 
confid~nee , and will be used only in makinG summaries and 
report-a. Your signD.ture is needed only as a means of check-
ing r etUl"ns r eceived. 
This is your opportunity t o make use of your good busi-
ness habits and fill in the answers at your earliest con-
venience. Filling out the forms will take no m~re than a 
f ew minutes of your time since you arc prob3bly performing 
only a small number of the activities listed, 
Your pr ompt r eply will be very much appr eciated., A 
stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed f or your convenience. 
Data Sheet 
Check List 
Stamped, ~ddressed envel ope 
Sincerely yours , 
a-~ ~pr a .... mx. t~/ 
Carolyn A. Thatcher 
Gardner High School 
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DATA SHEET 
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1. Are you doing office or clerical work at present?. • • • • • • • • m oo 
2~ Are you attending college or business school?. • • • • • ' • • • • YE'S NC5 
3, Have you secured additional business training since high school? • 
4. If not working nowt 
a . Are you interested in getting ~n office j ob? , • • • • • • • • 
Have you held a full- time oi'fic.e j ob since graduation? 
• • • • m 
5, I s your present j ob ~vur first office job since graduation?, • • • m 
6, How many ditferent office jobs have you held since gr aduation? • • . 
----
1. Was your fipet job secured within six months after gr aduation? , • 
8. When did you start working on your pres ent job? 
----M=o=NT ... H-·--- YEAR 
9. How did you se.ure your first ,)ffice j ob? (Check one •)f the f ollowing, ) 
School authorities 
State or u. s. 
Employment ~epvice 
Per sonal application 
ctirect to eznp1oyer 
Relative or friend 
Other source than 
t hose listed 
10 , Please . fill in following blanks: 
11. 
13. 
a , 
Name of business where employed 
(N~e of employer if a small 
business) 
c . 
b . 
Type of business (Man~facturing1 
insurance, banking, public util-
ity, r et ai l , ete,) 
Number of office clerks employed in your office 
(Appr oximate number if in a l ar ge office, ) 
Do you like your present j~b?, ••• , • • • • • • t • • • • • • • 
Do you feel that the school should maintain a placement s erviee to 
assist graduat es in obtaining employment beyond the initial j ob? , 
Do you feel that high school preparation was actequate f or sueeess 
on your present j ob? ' · , • , , • , • • , • • .. • .. , , • , , , , .• 
14, Have you any suggestions for impr0ving the pr ogram of the business 
department of Gardner High School? (Pl ease be frank, use the other 
side of this paper, if you wish, ) 
Year of high school graduationc ______ Your name '-----------.-----..-~--------
(Place a check """ t o indicate approximate frequency of duties 
which you per form on your pr esent job) 
Job or activity 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance (Check only one) 
1-· 
I ~ 4-f 4-f -§, ~ ~ 0 f 0 ::i .-l<l> 
4-f 4-f o ri <1> J..t 
rl!;:> ri:>.h~ ~~ 0 
ctl •v ctl C\1 ~ <I> 0 C) :>. 
.s:: '0 .c:"" <I> •r-1 .s:: r;j § 
s::: :>. s::: 1>'1 s::: ~ ~+' ..... 
ctl M ctl ~· ~ <I> 0 ..0 "t= ~ 1 :5~ :5~ ~:5 g~ ~0 <I> <I> 0 ~ :g ~ ~.E ~ 
(Check 11V11 
only one) 
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Where should 
this be 
taught? 
~ ~ ~~, i~ 
0 'r-J 0 Q) 
.8 CI).C: 
0 ~ s::: +' 
Cl) ..... •r-1 s::: 
0 ~ a ~ ~ 
I ~ .S 8 8.., 8 
: -i~~~;;:~~-~!-~f.I-IT-IES_:_- ---~----- -r-r--l--t--~ -t---+t-·-+---+-----
~: ~~~~~~ ~o~r~:~fh~ -- ·------··-~.=.JI~- __ i~-=-± .. ~-t=---_+r--·--ii---·-=- - __ -~~-~ 
. 
~: i~f~~~ f r om ~~~~h -~:a~~~·- - --· ... _. ___ ... .. TLT --t-- ___ 1- - -- .. _ _ __ - - - · 
5o ···--- ----- ·---·- - - · - ·-t·-t - ·- ·- · 1--. ~jd~~~s~~;til~~;~~~------ --=t=·· - ! ··- --- --- --- - --- ···---· 6 . 
?, 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 • 
yp --------- - ---- ---- - - r-· Jr-··- -1--·-+--T-JPing index cards I 
Doing tabulation arld -statfs-tical - I --~-----,----il- - --- ---
wor~----··----- ___ ----· ··- .. __ . _ _ -1 ---· - - -··- ___ -r-- ·- ~- --
Typing man~scripts and z:o~E£.I'-~~----~· -·-'-"- . --···- _ _ ------· --· _ __ _ 
Typing l egal forms ; 1 Typing up · mai1.1ng Tffis·- ·---- · ----- --- t----1----1--- - --·-11-- -+----+- - --
Typing form Tatters · ---- ·--··-- ---· t----+- ---- ·- -- -- - --- --
Typing interorr~ce correspondence · f--- ---- ----·+--~--4---~---­
l"JPing telegrams and cabTegrams·--- ~--· ; - ------ -- · '----+---+--· 
Entering custoincrs1-order51'0r ---~r---~,--- . 1-------
factory distribution with f our or I 
more carbons 
-- -=--------- - --- -· r-·-·-+---+----+-·- -ir----+--+---·· Cutting stencils 
Typing mas ter _s_,h,-e .. e_,t,_.s___,f,....o_r_ Irqura----ilf---+-- -+---+---4
1
- ·- - - --r---t'---- -·-· 
and g61atin duplicator s 
Typing sh:lpplilgJ: . ....,ab,....e-=1:-s- - - - --. -11-- -1--+--+---+---fl---+-- -4---
0ther typing dut1.es no-~stee:n -· - 1-- - ---f- ------1---- - - -t---t-- - --
--- ---- -------- --·-- - --;r----+---t--+--- ·-+-- ·-H--·-l-·--- - ·-
1 
II BOOKKEEPING ACTrVITIES:·-----------11---+--+---+- -+-~- --- ,-- - - --
19. 
20 . 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25, 
26. 
27, 
28. 
29. 
Making g6ner al journal ~ntries 
Making combined or NatTr Cash --·--t--+---+----1--~----t--~----
Regi ster Cash Book entries -
Making petty cash book entrie-s---+t----t----t-_.__-+----11-----1H--+---~r------
Making saleDJOurnaT-entrierr··--~ r-· - - - · - - - -t-·- --· 
Making purcfiases"Journal. entrie s - ------ --- - - · _.._ __ · 
Bal ancing casn--·-----·- ·---- -- ---1------- -- --- - ---f-- - --
Posting to general ! eager - r------ -- -- ----
Posting to aecv s. r ec . l edger - 1--- 1----~---- - -
Posting to acct1s. pay. Teagar- ·- .1-- ··r --1----,---- ---- ~-- - - - ----
Taking triaT balance - · ,_._-t_ · · , 
Checking eontrolli.ng--accounis with - j ·t - ·- ---.L-..~ --
subsidiacy l,.edgers _ ---· .. 
75 
~---------------------1~1 A_p_p_r_o-~--·m_a_t_e ___ F.r_eq_,u_e_n_c_y~-Wh--e_r_e--sh_o_uldl_ 
of Performance this be 
Job or activity 
, _ __,(_Check only one ) taught? 
fHJ'I ~-- 1 ib '!I ~~ -l '! 
0 0 ;:j . ,..-i (l) I l 'ci.g 
Cj..j ~ e ,- ~~ t; .0 I o ·,., '«~ «~» ..o~ s:: . ~ g I .g, 1 g ~ ~I .s::~ :: ~ I .~ ~ ~ .& .a (!) +' fJ~ m t: $ : 1· ~ ~ ~ ~ g :S I ·~ 5 :5~ :& ~ ~ :& 1 g ~ ~nz .s a :5 'd 
<J.> Ci) 0 <J.> OS:: 
Q (I) I <J.) l tDH (1) ,-l '(3:1113 
H oo S:: ' S::.S:: S:: 
~ .:s 8 18+' 8 
1 
·--------------------------------------·*---4---~--- +---4----~--+---~=----
~~: E:~t~r!~E~-: !2!~~~~~::=~:=~~· --:. ·=::~ ~-t~ ~ --~- ·x=-~ _ 
33. ~~~~~g0~;:~:!~t-repans~;: · - ----- ~--r-- -~ i --- -- - -t- ----· 
34. ~~ring intere.st -on-notes;-a:rarts; --·- -t; ·i --· -~-t-·- . - f-- -~--i--·-
JS, ~t~:~:=~~c~~ -~~?~:2~~~~- -~ :-· _j-~ ~- --~- -~--1--- ---
0ther 
III STENOGRAPHIC Attn SECRETARIAL ACTIVITIES: l 
36. Taking diitation in shorthand and 
transcribil!~ ___ __ _ _ . __. __ _ 
37. Transcribing t..om records 1 1 
38. Taking d:i,etation directl;( cir1Uie- 1 ·· - t--- f-· ·-~-- 1-t ···t·---· 
typewriter __ f---1---- · I , __ 
39. Composing lett~z:~- ~_!.-~~~--~lP~  t er I l 40. Taking charge of office during · · --~-f---- ----~ - --·+--r---· 
I I 
employer's absence i' 1 41. Handll.ng t elephonecarrs- foi;··----- - - --- ----- - ·-- - -t·----· 
emplo~e~- --·--------·------ ~- ·.--- -l - - -·-t~: : ~~~~~n~f~~=~~~~~K~~~~-s _ _ - --··- - --·- --- - - -- '--· ~--~--- -· 
Other stenograpni"c-· or secretarm- t- . - f ·- ·· 
duties not listed: l 
IV o~c:~:c·~~~~--~::·:·----- -- - -- ->-- >----1--~=~ 
44. Burroughs addl"i1g machine t-45. Burroughs addinii~listingor - - -- ~---'-· 1-- ··- - --r-- --
statement machine __ __ ' 
46, Monroe, -Marchant; -or Frieden -- - ; 
calculator ~ ---L-·--Comptoriieter- or-Burrougns· -c-alculator -+-- j i 
4
4
7
8
• ___ ffo.!._ adding______ _ ~-·t L_ J_ 
• or multiplying ~· ,- - - ' - -
49, ·-~~----:_-~~~-~b~M<?_tJ._n~~------· -~~~-:-~~~~--~~ :.~ :~~~~- _· - -- ~--- ·--- . - -~ ~~- ~-- -t -=~ 
- - · -~~: iiilHii ~-"- ~ . ..!'L. - - --------- -- . -- -~ - >--··t-- f--- ·- - -~---- · 52. Bookke~p{~g-~niciiline--·· -· - --- ---- l----1------ ··--- r-- -·1 -· . ·· ···1--- ·-
16 
Approximate Frequency Whero should 
of Performance this be (Check only one) taughl : _ 
I ~1J ~ ft-4 I 0 0 :::9 r-1 <ll I r-1.0 ft-4 ~ - o ~ aJ M 0 0 ~ l c: ~ o c: .0 0 •I'") Job or activity 'n1~ ~~ r-1 0 ..c: +l~ 0 a> >. Q) 0 'I'") 0 a> ..C:'O a> ..... ..c: :d ~ 0 w..c: 
~ ~ ~~ 
c: (!) (j) +I ..c: ~ s::::+' a> J: ro +~ o 0 
+I o..c: c: [I) +' ..... s:::: 
ft-4(!) 0 t1 0 (j) 
..c:o 
+I ;:.1 +>I> o ..c: 0 ::s s f/.1 c: g 
a> Q) +I 0 Q) H +l'tl 
~ I~ <l) ~ll aJ r-1 S@ s:::: $:1 
~ ~ 8 8+1 8 
53. Electric typewriter 54. Teletype machine · --- ·· --- -------- ·- ~- - - ·· - ··-- -- --- c-·-- · 
55. western union--re-legrapnmacnfne _ _ _ 
__ ._ .. ____  
56. I.B. M. Key PW1c1irira:Chlne __ _____ _ ·---l---+----- --+---+-·--'----·1----
51 . Addressograpn ___ ___ _ _ __ ·---- ~-
58. Checkwri ter -------------++--~---l--+--+----11--- ~---t---··--
59. Mimeog:rtapl-1-- ----·-----* - -+---+--- r--- ----f--- - - -
60. Liquid duplicator: ·- ··- -- ··-- 1---+---4---11~----+---+-------
Standar d --~~--+---+--~--~---+-----Rex~o·;-gr-e.ph" ____ ·- _-- - -- --
other: ------~r-~~-+----+--~---~~----~---~~--
61. Gelatin ciupffcator ~--·-··----___...,_ __ -- ·--t---+--·--+-- --li---~~--+~----
Ditto 
. -· - - ·--- - ··- ·-· ---- ---···· 1-·- 1--·- 1---- 1-- - -- f----1-~--+---Hect ograph 62. Tel ephone swi tchboara· --~-- ---- 1---- ·- ·-+- -+----11---.J-----r----
Other ot!rce1iiacfifnes : - - --·+----
-- - --------------- .. +1--+--+---+---~--U---t---~---
···-- - --- ------ ----------·-··-··-U---l----+-----<---··-~-- -- - ---------
V FILING ACTIVITIES 1 
63, Alphabetic r.tlin& by name ____ ·-+1---+--+-64, Alphabetic filinc; by subject ---r---- · ----- - - r--- --- -
65, Alphabetic filing by l ocati on -- ----
66, Numeric filing - --- --- ------ --·-· ·-1-----· ---- ·- - 1----- --- ---1- --
67, Preparing materrcir".fori'iling·- -- .. -- · · - -- f- ---- - -- · --- ·- · ,__ ___ - --- ,. ·- ·-
68, Cross r ef erencTng _ ___  -:-==.=-.. -. ~--=~~ --~-- ~- ·_-:_~ ~~~~ -~~-~ _.:____ :-- --· 
69, Keeping f ollow-up file - ·-· 
10, Looking ut»correspoooence --·- - ·- -- - -- -- r-- -- ·--- - 1- · ·· ---
Other filing -au. ties: --- ·- .... - - · - - - --- 1- ·- - ·--· - · -·--
-------- ---________ ., _ ____ '------· 
- ---+---4 -r--- --- ----;-----
------------...,----·-----r---+---+----~--1--~- --+-----'- -VI GElW~ OFFICE ACTIVITIES & 
71~ opening, sor ting, and distributing 
mall 12, Time~eepine _____ ____ ·- ·- ··---·- ---··-~- - - -- -f---- r-- -·-··- · ····-- 1--~-+----
73. Doing-cashier -worR- --------- r---f-·--,.--- - - 1----1-----+----
74, Pricing customers ' or der s ·- - ~----t---+-----ll----1-----+-·--· 
75
1 
Doing -inveiitoryana st'oclr vtbrk· · -1~---- ~---1---·-r--- ---11-------l~-----ll----76, .A.nsv,ering- ·teTe-pbono- ··- - ·- - -- - - t-.---#---+---- -- ----· 
77, Folding I et'ter·s- ana1:nsert.ing ---- 1--- ----~·- -- !---- ·-
into e~vel~E?_s _____ ______ '----+---+--+--+-- 1--· 
78 , Making b·ank deposi ts ----~----+---- -
79. Kee·ping a·-cneCKbOok - · ·· .-~·-P----· - - ·- --+-- ·-· ~- ---
8o. Waiting on customers --·---it--t--t---+---+---+--+-_---+----
- - - . ... .. -· - .. - · - ·-----=-~----L-__;_-~---!--l--L---.!...' ----
.T 
77 ------------~--------------------rr---------~ 
' Approximate Frequency 1 Where should 
of Performance this be 
_ {1,Chec~ o~jY one
1
.) , tau~ht f 
1 .c I I 
,_. ,_. b.O I ~~ !' 
o o ~ I ,..-l o 
•·· 0 ,..-l O J.l ,. ~ ~ ;:::4 >a .E ~I ~ iS: 0 ~ 'd i ]~l ~~ +) ~ -~ ~ ~ J5 .8 1' 
' ,:::~(I)..P..S:::~ () 
I § ~ fij to ~ d) I ~ ..s::: ~ 0 (I) I 1 - :S~~ :S~ I o:S g~ ~ ~~ ~ Q) I (I) Q) O J.! (.)~ I f-1 i (I) ,:::: ,:;::,.t:; ~ 'l 
Job or activity 
--
M .O 
0 0 
.0 0 ' I""') 
0 .c:: 
' I""') () Q) 
(I)..S::: 
Q) ..p 
..t:: ,:::: 
..p •r-1 ,:::: 
0 
a :S"CJ 
~§ 
! ~ 1.3 18 8-P 8 I -
··- ------·---·------- -------------tt----t----t----+--+----H--~--+--·-
! i I 
81() 
82 .. 
83~ 
64 .. 
85. 
8Sc 
87 .. 
83o 
89. 
Making out receipts ____ _] 1 r 
Mee ting ca.l'iern-a"ld "rE;ceiV:ing·---·~f--~.--t--· ---+----Jl----+--- r----
clien~~--------·------- l' • --1---lf---1!--f---- 1---· _ Figu~ing and_checking invoices ·--~-!--
Arranging and posting checks f r om .----~ ---+---~--+--- ------
clearing__!}o~~~----------,-,------it---+--+----l----1-----·#--+--·-1--- __ _ 
Posting checks ~nd_Qeposits 
( 
-----&---+---+----+--·~--~--~--~------Writing orders from telephone or 
correspong~nce) !---~---- -- -~-~--~---+---
Expediting customers' orders i 
Ordering ollicesupplfes--------·----t:l--t··---1----4----+-----~+---- · - ·-- -- ----
Making out 'itTherar'Ie's ·- ··· .. -- .. · - ·- --- -·--I ··--- ---1--·- -- - ·----.. - · - - --
Other acti~~~s--r:·~· ~~te~------·: - ~--- ---- - --- -- . 
. - ---------·-·-- -- -----------"*--4----+---+--+----41---1-----t----
! I 
----- - ------------~-- -;---+-·---+----!-1----4·--+- -.~-. 
--------·---------------#--·---+--4----4-·- ·--- - ·- -·---+-----! 
---- --1----+---l---+- -- - ·-1-·--1 -- --
·--~---· --------- ----l----+---'1---~--+---+--- - - --
. ·--- -·--·-·-----------·-.. ---------+--+- -- , __ -- -- --·-- f--------
-~~~~- --· ------~~=--- --~ --t~trl,~_:-·-~==-+~-----~41-.._-·-_--_--+.j...~---~~-4r--·-_·-___ -
-·r -- -- -----
.. , I 
II : I I i 
I 
.... .. _ ______ . 
I 
' 
Arti cles from "THE GARDNER NEWS" 
October 19, 1949 
HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL 
DEPARTMENT PLANS SURVEY 
TO DETERMINE CURRICULUM 
One hundred and fifty-seven Gard- ~ 
most In his or her dally operations. 
ner High School graduates who have Once the sheets are retut'ned, they 
gone out into the business world in will be compiled on a master list 
the past three years are being which will show just what operatiorts 
checked by teachers of the school's nre most often performed in bu~i­
commerclal department in a survey ness ofllces. The individual sheets 
which it is hoped will enable the wlll vary, of course, with the type 
department to gear its courses more of business or office in which the 
closely to the needs of the students. graduate is placed and allowances 1 
The survey is being conducted by will be made for that fact. To make 
the Misses K. Doris Berry, bead of the survey effective, the complete 
the department, and the Misses Car- co-operation of all persons to whom 
olyn A. Thatcher and Ena S. Stewart I check llsts are sent is needed and 
1 to determine just what elements of asked by the teachers conducting 
their school training has been most I the study. Gardner High commercial 
valuable to the graduates and what · students have been very successful 
changes need to be made in the cur· in obtaining positions and employers, 
riculum to meet as completely as have been uniformly pleased with 
I possible future needs of students. t~e basic training given at the A check sheet, listi.ng nearly 80 school. About 60 commercial stu-
different operations, is being sent dents are graduated each June and 
to the 167 graduates. Each will be in good years all of these are easily 
asked to check off the items he uses I placed. . 
November 1, 1949 
r Graduates 
File Answers 
In Survey 
I _More tihan ·half ot 157 Gardner I H1g'b School comme!'ciM department 
!graduates 'who are being checked by departmen•tal teachers t'O determine just what elements in · their school 
:training have proved most usetul to 
l<them have flied their answers with 
1 the ·teachers, it wu leamed today. 
I The 157 are commercial graduates of the last three year-s. . The survey is being con'<luct«l by 
Miss K. Doris r.Berry, lhead or the 
commercial depnrtment and the 
l\lisses Carolyn A. Thatcher and Ena 
S. Stewut. Once it is finished, the 
-checkers will have a wealth or data 
on which possible changes In the 
course or study will be based so as 
•to meet the needs or •future gradu-
~·tes. A check .sheet listing nearly 
80 operations has been sent out. 
Those who have not yet responded 
, are asked to do so as soon as pos· 
slble. 
78 
